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Introduction 

 

Welcome to another Cheltenham Festival Guide, my annual exercise in prompting mass 

schadenfreude.  

Once happily ground-breaking and now happily old-school, this year’s missive will doubtless 

struggle for daylight in the ever-thickening forest of Cheltenham Preview options, whether it is 

Youtube, Twitter or a panel at the local boozer, wherever you get your guidance I wish you the 

best of luck as always. 

A quick shout out to my father who turned 80 this last week, a teacher, a writer and a gambler, 

this apple didn’t fall too far from the tree and has grown under the protection of its boughs.  

And of course a huge thanks to the fabulous Tanya who continues to endure my musings over 

the Old Course-New Course differential and weight-for-age scales (my scales telling me that 

with age comes weight…).  As she will rightly point out, any winners herein are the product of 

her support, and any losers are where I just didn’t listen properly. 

Happy punting 

Dan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Handsome, energetic and a huge hit with 

ladies, new form-hound Wilbur is conclusive 

proof that dogs do NOT take after their 

owners.  He is napping The Wolf in the Kim 

Muir… 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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Summary of Selections 

Here is a summary for those not wanting to wade through the waffle. Stakes are on a scale of 1 

to 10. 

 

Tuesday

Race 1 Chasing Fire 4pts WIN 20-1

Race 2 Jonbon 6pts WIN 7-4

Race 3 Corach Rambler 10pts WIN 8-1

Race 4 Consitution Hill (to register a selection !!) 3pts WIN 1-3

Race 5 Epatante 5pts WIN 4-1

Race 6 Byker 5pts WIN 8-1

Almuhit or Action Motion 2pts EW(4) 33-1

Race 7 Gaillard Du Mesnil 6pts WIN 5-4

"The GGs" - Gaillard/Gerri/Galopin 3pts WIN 12-1  

 

Wednesday

Race 1 Impaire Et Passe 8pts WIN 5-2

Race 2 Gerri Colombe 6pts WIN 7-4

Race 3 Captain Conby 7pts WIN 14-1

Camprond 2pts WIN 7-1

Race 4 Edwardstone 10pts WIN 7-4

Race 5 Delta Work 4pts WIN 5-4

Deise Aba 1pt EW 20-1

Race 6 Elixir Du Nuts 6pts WIN 20-1

Final Orders 3pts WIN 8-1

Race 7 Fact Or File 6pts WIN 9-1  

 

 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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Thursday

Race 1 Banbridge 5pts WIN 4-1

Race 2 Hector Javilex 5pts WIN 16-1

Thanksforthehelp 4pts WIN 7-1

Race 3 Shishkin 8pts WIN 4-5

Race 4 Paisley Park 6pts WIN 14-1

Race 5 So Scottish 10pts WIN 4-1

Race 6 Magical Zoe 5pts WIN 10-1

Poetic Music 1pt EW 50-1

Race 7 Stumptown 6pts WIN 7-2

Anightinlambourn 2pts WIN 16-1  

 

Friday

Race 1 Comfort Zone 4pts WIN 12-1

Race 2 Pembroke 7pts WIN 9-1

Gin Coco 2pts WIN 10-1

Race 3 Hiddenvalley Lake 5pts WIN 9-1

Race 4 Ahoy Senor 4pts WIN 14-1

Stattler 2pts WIN 8-1

Race 5 Vaucelet 5pts WIN 5-2

Dandy Dan 1pt EW 33-1

Race 6 Pink Legend 3pts EW 33-1

Race 7 Cool Survivor 10pts WIN 8-1  

 

 

 

Disclaimer – “Horses can run slowly as well as fast” 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://lapoftheodds.com/disclaimer/
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TUES: Race 1 - The Supreme Novices Hurdle - 2 miles for all-aged novices,   

Selected Current Odds: 9/4 Facile Vega, 4 Marine Nationale, 13/2 Il Etait Temps 

Like a tangy arancini, a fine leek and potato soup, or a crispy onion bhaji, Cheltenham’s 
traditional curtain raiser (a flying start there for Cheltenham Guide cliche bingo), is the starter 
that often overshadows the main course. 
 
Chef Mullins has cooked up five of the last ten winners of this race, with only the occasional 
Henderson Special (Altior, Shishkin and Constitution Hill) offering a regular resistance. 
 
The Henderson recipe for success looks like taking a year off, and so all eyes are on Mullins, 
although, as so often, he provides a rich menu of options. 
 
It seemed for so long that this race would see the hordes of visiting Irish tucking in at any price 
to the plat-du-jour (trying to extend this metaphor like a long cooked casserole…), that dish 
coming in the form of latest Mullins wonder horse Facile Vega. 
 
An easy winner of the Bumper here last year he had started down the road of his glorious 
mother Quevega and her non-stop festival success.  Easy early novice wins had him trading 
odds-on for this event by Christmas.  His warm up race was expected to be an easy win at the 
Dublin Racing Festival.  Lit up at the start by jockey Paul Townend he got involved in an early 
pace battle and it was clear as early as the back straight that Townend was facing a shit - fan 
proximity issue, and watching the horse back pedalling faster than a Tory cabinet filled punters 
with just about as much confidence.  Yet still he heads the market.  Sure he will be ridden with 
more constraint, (it would be hard not to), but his capitulation at Leopardstown was so complete 
it is hard to attribute it solely to horrendous tactics.  You’d need to be a braver man than me (it 
would be hard not to) to back him at these prices after that abject effort and there is surely 
better value elsewhere. 
 
Doubts about the long term fav have pushed fellow Irish novice Marine Nationale near to the 
head of the betting.  This is clearly a good horse, but he hasn’t run since the Royal Bond at the 
start of December where he went off 11/2 and won by a head.  He will be shorter here for a 
much tougher race and whilst there was a lot of promise in that win, you can say much the 
same about a few of these who are set to go off at much longer odds.  That said he met a bit of 
trouble at Fairyhouse and a mistake at the last demanded the kind of surging run that pushed 
commentator Jerry Hannon to near “Roaring Bull !!” levels of incredulity.  He travelled well in the 
race and he would be my pick of those near the head of the market, I just wonder if they all 

might be vulnerable. 

 

I wish his trainer Barry Connell well, I have never met him but I know of him from an incident a 
few years ago.  We had bought a cheap unraced horse, and after 3 months of training he was 
flying up the gallops and we set ourselves for a first time out gamble at an Aintree bumper.  On 
arrival the horse (who later else went on to beat Sprinter Sacre over hurdles !!) was microchip 
scanned and turned out to be the wrong horse having been mixed up at the sales ring 3 months 
earlier.  Barry meanwhile had spent the last 3 months wondering why his 60k purchase was 
stinking up the gallops.  You get what you pay for, Barry got his star back and we had to 
substantially recalibrate our dreams. 
 
The winner of the big Leopardstown novice in which Facile Vega bombed was stablemate Il 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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Etait Temps.  He is now vying for market lead here.  Winning 2 of 6 hurdles races isn’t a normal 
prep for this, neither is being a second season novice.  He ran here last year when 5th in the 
Triumph , but winner Vauban aside, that was a terrible Triumph.  He undoubtedly looked good 
last time but I have been conned too often in the past by impressive wins in races run at 
unusual speeds.  Put his form in a more general career context and that is his only win aside 
from a 1/7 Thurles maiden.  Maybe he will get the race run perfectly to suit again, but rather 
than a repeat freak, the more likely outcome is a reversion to the mean.  I am happy to pass. 

 

When High Definition found overdrive to win a Curragh Group 2 as a 2yo he wintered as the 
Derby favourite.  Twelve flat defeats in a row after that suggest he may not be the most 
straightforward of thinkers as he has been beaten a neck at Group 1 level so should have had 
the ability to win.  One of the highest rated horses in living memory to go hurdling he made all to 
win at Leopardstown on debut before bombing out at the 4th when in a pace duel with Facile 
Vega last time.  If you back him you can safely say you are backing the best horse in the race.  I 
won’t be as these kind of characters rarely enjoy the furnace of Cheltenham and I am not sure 
these undulations are made to suit.  The only horse to win here with flat form in the last dozen 
years was Labaik, the very definition of a quirky sort, so who knows? well I think I do. 
 
With Impaire Et Passé and Gaelic Warrior seemingly booked in for Wednesday and Luccia likely 
to stay with the girls on Thursday, leading UK challenger Tahmuras looks the main danger to 
the big Irish trio.  Hadn’t really looked festival material but was a tidy winner of the Tolworth 
Hurdle.  That is more maligned as a guide for this than in should be and it’s a bit of a surprise to 
still see him at a very backable price. He doesn’t quite fire my imagination but is patently better 
value than some. 
 
Unbeaten horses are always interesting as we haven’t yet found the ceiling to their ability.  It 
may well be that Chasing Fire hits his head on that ceiling somewhere half way down the hill, 
but as yet we don’t know.  Connections hit the frame with Itchy Feet in this event a few years 
ago and after two easy Market Rasen wins he coped well with a step up in class with a cosy 
Sandown win last time.  The form in itself is not enough, but he is a fine looking horse who looks 
likely to go well on decent ground and has a big future.  I backed a similar one on looks many 
years ago in Sprinter Sacre, this horse obviously won’t be his equal and he only finished third in 
this race as it came too soon. Inexperience could be the issue here, but, in what could be a less 
than vintage year he represents untapped promise at a handy price. 
 
With Facile Vega potentially overcooked, this has really opened up.  Marine Nationale makes by 
far the most appeal of the Irish market leaders, but I am tempted to oppose them this year- 
which is usually the recipe for disaster- and whilst respecting Tahmuras as the leading home 
contender on form, it may be worth some small speculation on the unbeaten CHASING FIRE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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TUES:  Race 2 - The Arkle Chase - 2 miles for novice chasers 

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 El Fabiolo, Jonbon, 9/2 Dysart Dynamo  

This classic 2m chasing dash is usually a highlight of the meeting.  Not always a big betting 

event as there can be a prohibitive favourite, but always a spectacle. 

 

I approach this year’s renewal like an excited fan tuning into the Cup Final to find its Brentford v 

Fulham.  That’s probably unfair on the big two in the betting - it’s not that they aren’t potentially 

top class - it’s from a betting perspective they are two I had hoped to take on as each has flaws 

- but what with? 

 

Jonbon was a long time favourite for this.  A very expensive purchase being very well related 

and a gorgeous looking horse he has in fairness only ever lost once and that was to Champion 

the Wonder Horse (Constitution Hill).  He has appeared to jump well in his chases to date and 

clearly has a touch of class. 

 

My concerns for Jonbon have always been that he might be a bit overrated.  I loved his hurdling 

style and his jumping looks good too, but he was destroyed in the Supreme, even though still 

second, only just scraped home at Aintree and impressed no-one when scrambling to land the 

odds in a two horse race at Warwick last time.  I would have loved to see more Cheltenham 

course credentials as I consider his Supreme effort to be below par and almost all his other form 

is on flatter tracks. 

 

On the plus side we could excuse his Supreme effort as he was racing against a force of nature 

and got involved in a deadly pace duel.  We can excuse his Aintree effort as being against a 

fresh horse off the back of that gruelling Supreme.  And we can excuse Warwick because…well 

it’s Warwick and like a Haydock or Chepstow it is often worth excusing a below par run at tracks 

that some horses just despise.  The bookies have pushed him out a fraction and, given the 

paucity of challengers, we may now be in the range where he is accurately priced. 

 

The new favourite, marginally, is El Fabiolo.  He was a lightly raced novice hurdler until meeting 

Jonbon at Aintree and going down by just a neck.  I am not sure that was the best Jonbon but 

we should at least start with the premise that there isn’t much between them.  He has had two 

chasing runs winning a maiden very well before landing the Irish Arkle by a widening margin.  I 

was on him that day and watched him closely.  For me he has real class but was guessing at 

several fences.  He just about got away with it bar one shuddering error 4 out.  That was a fast 

run race as this will be and those Leopardstown fences are tough but they are also on a flat 

track where it should be easier to find a stride.  This Cheltenham Old Course is severely 

undulating with fences coming at you uphill, downhill and on and just after bends.  Taking this 

guy at a short price will be a heart-in-your-mouth thrill.  

 

Horses have won this race off even shorter preps, but El Fabiolo looked to me like a horse who 

could have done with one more run over fences (because obviously I know so much better than 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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Willie Mullins, what has he ever won….).  A bit short for the risk for my liking. 

 

Dysart Dynamo is the only other one priced as though with a credible winning chance.  This is a 

talented horse but one who has been a tearaway on the biggest stage.   His form outside of 

Grade 1 level is 11111, and his form at Grade 1 level is F54.  That free going style can decimate 

poor opponents, but to date he hasn’t been able to deliver against the very best.  This track can 

set up for a front runner if you can jump boldly from fence to fence and fly around the bends 

then it can pressurise those behind.  The challenge for jockey Paul Townend is to use enough 

aggression to throw down the gauntlet but not so much as burn out his own chances.  With 

talented opponents to beat, that looks like a very tight window to navigate if it even exists at all.  

Looks half the price he should be and I’ll pass. 

 

Weakness in the favourites should stimulate interest in the outsiders here but try as I might they 

seem a bit of a motley bunch.  The exception to that would be Banbridge.  A winner here over 

hurdles last season and again early season this year he has looked a decent chaser.  He got 

detached in the Irish Arkle before staying on for a distant second.  That runs seems to have 

convinced connections to step up to the longer Turners Chase here on Thursday.  I can 

understand that call and it probably offers him his best chance of winning, but this race would 

probably be run to suit him and I could see him picking up the pieces late on to go very close.  

I’ll have a little each way on a non-runner no-bet basis fully expecting to get refunded but 

knowing a potential big return could lie in wait should connections take this bolder route. 

 

So Banbridge is the value call but probably won’t run.  I don’t fancy any of the other long shots 

and although JONBON has his flaws he is probably the one of the top three that is the best 

jumper and is now the most fairly priced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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TUES:  Race 3- The Ultima Handicap Chase - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds: 8 Corach Rambler, Nassalem, Into Overdrive 

The first big handicap of the festival and bizarrely the only race at the meeting that the Irish 

challenge has yet to get much grip on.  Once again, this year their challenge looks uninspiring 

and this is the one handicap the home team can target with confidence. 

 

Into Overdrive is a handicapper on a roll, winning 5 of his last 6.  The handicapper has taken 

notice and he is 35lbs higher than when that run started.  Combine that dizzying weight rise with 

this highest grade of competition and it feels like there should be better value elsewhere.  His 

only defeat came against the top class L’Homme Presse and his win at Wetherby last time has 

been well supported since.  Easy to see him run well but at a mark of 147 he must be getting 

close to his ceiling. 

 

I really like last year’s winner Corach Rambler.  He took this as a novice last year in 

extraordinary fashion having been out the back most of the way before weaving through the 

field in the last half mile and never stronger than when surging up the hill to win going away.  

The handicapper has been more lenient I feel on festival winners of late and he comes back just 

6lbs higher which I don’t think is nearly enough to stop him.  He was never nearer in 4th in the 

Ladbroke last time - and whilst the long break since doesn’t overly concern, that habit of getting 

behind requires him to repeat last year’s heroics.  Looks a huge Grand National contender but if 

his connections intended a quiet warm-up run they could have done that already.  Waiting until 

after the National weights have been fixed suggests they know that he remains well weighted 

and is only likely to increase his ratings with each track visit.    We had a repeat winner in this 

just a few years ago, a repeat winner in the Pertemps even more recently, and the generosity of 

the handicapper can see another repeat here.  The first real dig into the festival kitty. 

 

Oscar Elite is a bit untrustworthy, but was at his best when travelling like the winner in this race 

until just cutting out on the hill to finish third.  Then suffered the most alarming slide in form 

since Liz Truss returned figures of 1FU-P45 last Autumn. Then seemed to burst back to life with 

a Grade 2 win at Ascot in Feb. Not sure I trust that three runner form and even if back to his 

best I don’t see him reversing things with Corach Rambler although another placing is feasible. 

Nassalam is quite an interesting one.  Like many punters I can be guilty of discarding a horse 

too abruptly, and having considered this guy a promising juvenile I watched him fade in a 

Boodles and slotted him next to Clan Des Obeaux, Jagermeister bombs and late-night kebabs 

in a file labelled “never again at Cheltenham”.  But it can pay to be more forgiving (not for the 

kebab), and this horse has run with eye-catching merit here the last twice, particularly when 

staying on strongly here in January.  Whilst that suggests this longer trip will help, he is 

unproven and there is still enough doubt for me to peak into the file with temptation, but leave 

him for now. 

The Irish challenge such as it is for this race is headed by Leopardstown winner The Goffer.  He 

was well beaten here over hurdles last year and has a significantly higher chasing rating, but 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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after some patchy novice chase form he earned that rating by cosily winning a valuable chase 

last time when looking strong at the finish over a shorter trip.  Novices tend to do very well in 

this race, see last year’s winner, primarily as the handicapper struggles to get their rating right 

off scant evidence.  If this year’s race is on a slight quicker surface however then that could play 

more to the strengths of experience in fluent jumping, and that may put me off this guy. 

A fascinating runner for the racing historians would be Next Destination.  A quality but injury 

prone horse who as an 11yo makes only his fourth festival appearance.  He finished 4th and 

then 3rd for Willie Mullins, then 2nd for Paul Nicholls and now tries to complete that sequence 

with a 1st for Nicky Henderson.  That looks pretty unlikely after two years off even with the 

generosity of a reduced handicap mark, but surely he will be the only horse to date, and 

probably ever to run at the festival for each of those great three modern day trainers. 

Threeunderthrufive is somewhat ironically a bogey horse for me.  In fairness to him, since 

stepping up from lower level novice company he has unseated at the first in the Ladbroke 

sandwiched by good poor heavy ground runs.  This may be our first real chance to assess how 

good he could be. 

Cloudy Glen is an interesting each way shout.  Now a 10yo and two years since his glory 

season when a close 2nd in the Kim Muir here was followed later that year by winning the 

valuable Ladbroke handicap. Had nearly a year off before returning with a bold third at Haydock 

recently.  The bounce factor could be in play, but if instead he progresses for that run then he 

could get yet in the mix. 

Usually a tricky race, but not for me this year.  I thought CORACH RAMBLER had plenty in 

hand when he won this last year, and is entitled to be a better horse again this time and a 6lb 

weight rise is highly unlikely to stop him.  He is a bit of a tactical challenge, but it can hardly be 

more to overcome than he did last year, and for me he is one of the bets of the week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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TUES:  Race 4 - The Champion Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  1/3 Constitution Hill, 3 State Man, 11 Vauban, 16 I like To Move It 
 

Often one of the races of the meeting it occasionally moves to being a coronation when a rare 

but special talent arises.  It looks like being a coronation year and I for one will be watching the 

Prestbury Park version with far more interest than the Westminster one  

It is incredible to see Constitution Hill build such a stellar reputation off just five hurdle runs.  It 

stems from his demolition job in the Supreme last year where his 22 length win was so good to 

the eye and the clock that it is easy to believe he would have similarly destroyed the Champion 

Hurdle field that day.  He has sauntered to two easy grade 1 wins this year and he looks 

impossible to beat even though this opposition is a step up on what he has faced to date.  You 

won’t get rich backing him, but you’ll likely get poor opposing him.  Probably a case of get the 

drinks in and just sit back and enjoy… 

The biggest danger is the Mullins trained State Man.  In hindsight he was a handicap good thing 

in the County Hurdle here last year - in the realms of Halling, Unsinkable Boxer, Rooster 

Booster and Galopin Des Champs.  He won well and has moved on to become Ireland’s leading 

hurdler.  In any normal year he would be a likely winner, but for all that he is a very competent 

contender, he looks to lack the stardust of the favourite here.  Easily the most likely to pick up 

the pieces if something odd happens and arguably the Placepot play for the race, but if the Hill 

runs to form then I don’t fancy taking 3/1 about “an Act of God” outcome. 

Vauban was a stylish winner of the Triumph Hurdle here last year.  He returned with an 

encouraging runner up effort to State Man at Leopardstown.  It was probably a bit disappointing 

therefore to see him beaten a fraction more easily in their Irish Champion Hurdle rematch where 

Vauban even failed to run down the equine Dame Judi Dench that is Honeysuckle.  For all his 

juvenile promise he may be another of those that find it hard to move from the 4yo division into 

open company.  He will likely run ok, but we may have to wait for novice chasing next year to 

see him back with a festival winning chance. 

Rather like the Belgium’s Got Talent, Ireland’s Dancing With the Stars and the Scottish Premier 

League - look past the top few in this race and things get pretty tragic pretty fast.  I Like To 

Move It is the equivalent of Antwerp’s finest tap dancer, he will soldier through his act but it’ll be 

a no from most judges.  In fairness his form is patchy, with occasional glimpses of the 

extraordinary - as when a wide margin winner at Wincanton last time, mixed with the more 

mundane.  Maybe an each way play at a push? 

Try as I might there is no opposing CONSTITUTION HILL although he isn’t really a bet.  I will be 

hunting around for specials markets on the day. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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TUES:  Race 5 - The David Nicholson Mares Hurdle - 2 miles 4f  

 

Current Selected Odds: 2 Honeysuckle, 3 Brandy Love, 4 Epatante 

A potentially superb renewal of the mares hurdle with the clash of the lasses including two 

former Champion Hurdle winners.  The Georgey-Porgey that is Constitution Hill has kissed the 

girls and made them cry, and they have run away to these shallower waters. 

 

Age catches up to us all.  It is my sad duty to report that after decades of full attendance our 

festival party has unanimously decided that this year will see us draw stumps after 

Wednesday’s card.  The last two days - traditionally the heavy-limbed slog up the hill to the 

course after way too many the night before will now be a gentle amble to the local for a 

somewhat warmer, but gentler day.  We have indeed traded our walk on part in the war for a 

lead role in a cage. 

 

A similar fate awaits ageing ex-Champs Honeysuckle and Epatante as they trade their blue 

riband credentials for the chance to actually win a lesser race. 

 

Honeysuckle seeks a fourth consecutive festival success having won this race before landing 

the last two Champions.  Her lifelong unbeaten record has finally gone this season, firstly with a 

lacklustre finish in the Hatton’s Grace before a gallant but below-her-best second place in the 

Irish Champion Hurdle at Leopardstown.  This may be her last spin, and the question for 

punters is what is the half-life of a decaying Honeysuckle?  She was probably a low-to-mid 160s 

horse at her best, with her 7lbs mares’ allowance enough to lift her out of reach of the boys.  I’d 

say her runs this season are 7-10lbs below that, despite retaining an official rating of 160. But 

even a low 150s level could be enough here - last year’s winner was rated 147 after her win in 

this race.  It is easy to see why she would be favourite, but my suspicion is that the bookies are 

wary of going too long on her in case there is a huge emotional vote of support from the 

Cheltenham faithful, and as such she looks a slightly defensively short price.  The on-course 

bookies might push her out on the day, but for now, value is probably not in the Disney ending. 

 

Epatante won her Champion before chasing Honeysuckle home in the last two editions of that 

race. At her best she has always been around 6lbs below Honeysuckle.  Despite being the 

same age, she has looked less in decline than her old rival - she is basically rolling downhill a 

little more slowly.  Her smooth win in a weak event at Doncaster was a reminder that these two 

classy old mares are still way too good for most of their rivals in this division.  She did only finish 

third at Punchestown last year in this division albeit after a tough sequence of festival runs.  Not 

to be discounted and arguably better value than her old rival.  In the traditional Kempton gallops 

the yard uses to refine the cutting edge of its team, apart from Constitution Hill looking stunning 

the other major message was the ease with which this old mare was working, and the quiet 

confidence Henderson had that she is going to be spot on. 

 

Marie’s Rock won this last year.  At first her impressive success may have been a little 

overlooked after carnage at the second last hurdle seemed to present her with her winning 
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chance.  That said she seems to have gone from strength to strength.  Now rated the equal of 

Epatante and 7lbs below Honeysuckle, but whilst they are trending down, she remains on the 

up.  She was very impressive in the Relkeel Hurdle here in January and to my eyes probably 

ran a bit better than officially rated.  It may be odd to expect her to improve this year - she is 

only a year younger than the two veterans - but she looks most likely to at least retain her level 

of form, and that makes her clearly dangerous to all.  That said connections seem tempted to 

step her up to the 3m Stayers Hurdle.  That could be because they have already won this and 

want to try a fresh challenge, but I wonder if it is also in part a vote of confidence in the 

wellbeing of stablemate Epatante. 

Echoes In Rain has bags of talent and has become a very decent mare on the flat.  She 

regularly frustrates over hurdles and was run out of this on the hill last year after a sloppy 

jumping display. If she were mine I might be tempted by the Champion Hurdle where a freakily 

run race could play to her quirky strengths, over this trip her quirks may get the better of her. 

The Mullins yard look to have a bigger challenger perhaps with anther quirky mare in Brandy 

Love whose defeat of Love Envoi at Fairyhouse last season showed what a high water mark 

she has when everything goes her way.  Should be a lot better for a lacklustre seasonal debut, 

but in a race of amazing depth where everything needs to go right, she has a few too many 

quirks and her preparation seems a fraction undercooked to be supporting her at short odds. 

Love Envoi was a good winner here as a novice last year.  She looks sure to run a solid race, 

but, on decent ground, it would be surprise to me if there aren’t a few that will be just too quick 

for her. Recent rain certainly improves her each way prospects and if it comes up really soft 

then she could even make it onto my ticket on the day. I think Queen’s Brook had everything go 

right last year and yet she didn’t have the pace to win it.  This is potentially a stronger race and 

again a place at best for me. 

A quick word for Shewearsitwell who may well go here.  Her enthusiastic syndicate of owners 

includes a good friend of mine Michael who may well be the most enthusiastic of them all.  She 

has tons of ability and is by no means out of contention here.  I would love to see her run well 

and will be ensuring I have advanced knowledge of the location of the nearest defibrillator 

should Michael get to see her hit the frame or better. 

A great edition of the race, and I think the golden oldies can hold off the younger ones, with the 

confidence in EPATANTE compelling for me.  On any kind of decent ground I think she is a 

good bet, if it comes up really soft then a late switch to mud loving Love Envoi could pay 

dividends. 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 6 The Boodles Fred Winter Juvenile Novices Handicap 

Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 4 Tekao  15/2 Byker, 9 Risk Belle 

This particular sponsorship continues to generate domestic misunderstanding. My wife’s recent 
enquiry as to what I was doing so engrossed in my mobile phone was met by the logical pre-
festival response of “browsing the Boodles”, which led to me needing to rapidly douse the 
flames of expectation. 
 
When it comes to punters’ expectations – either of equine quality or financial success – nothing 
douses the flames quite as effectively as the annual bucket of cold water that is the Boodles 
handicap hurdle.  Lightly raced juveniles in a big field of runners on a tight turning and 
undulating circuit, it has thrown up any number of shock results, and despite the odd hotpot 
obliging it is rarely a race in which to get too heavily invested in the market leaders.  The defeat 
of last year’s red-hot favourite Gaelic Warrior (subsequently proven to have been nearly 2 
stones well in at the weights) the latest lesson in hubris. 
 
Top trainer Willie Mullins continues to draw a blank in this race.  I hardly think the maestro 
spends too many sleepless hours on that particular omission from the trophy cabinet, but in 
recent years he has become notably more active in the juvenile division in the championship 
Triumph hurdle, and the consequence of having darts to throw at that prize is that those falling 
short can be redirected here.  That has brought Willie plenty of success in the other handicap 
hurdles and it can only be a matter of time before it does so here too.  Punters have latched 
onto Willie’s Tekao here, with the added spice of JP McManus ownership.  His has been the 
traditional prep of what I would describe as the classy cohort in this race, winning a maiden and 
then running a respectably distant 3rd in a grade 1 last time which displays some ability but 
without bursting his rating.  He was mixing it with two good fillies there and was at least in the 
hunt approaching the last giving them the fillies allowance.  The juveniles look weak this year, 
but that was a decent effort and he looks well in.  I wouldn’t put anyone off and he makes most 
appeal of the fancied horses here, its just a race where that rarely matters !! 
 
Risk Belle represents the same connections as Tekao and has been campaigned quietly in 
some of the leading juvenile races.  She broke cover in a handicap at Leopardstown but got no 
further than the 5th flight.  A rating of just 127 looks a bit of a gift, but in a race where you have 
to hold your position, I would worry that a fall last time out runs a high risk of some jumping 
caution which could quickly see her losing her pitch. 
 
Six of these met recently in a Naas race that has been used as a stepping stone for this race 
successfully in the past.  Sir Allen ran out the winner that day in a tight finish and he looks an 
interesting type having only been beaten by a useful Triumph contender on debut. He did well to 
regather his effort after a couple of sticky jumps at Naas and I wonder if his young 7lb claiming 
jockey will keep the ride in this much more challenging tactical race – I hope they keep faith. 
 
Byker was third in that Naas race and is the most fancied of those runners here.  He finished 
pretty well that day having been a bit free in the race.  His form stacks up as he carried a 
penalty there and at the adjusted weights he should be close with those rivals.  To me he looked 
the one to take from the race as most likely to run well here where a strong early pace can help 
him settle but his just-behind-the-pace run style can suit.  That said, his chances are no surprise 
to the bookies. 
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Morning Soldier, 2nd at Naas, and Jazzy Matty,4th, both warrant respect with Jazzy Matty in 
particular likely to enjoy not having to make the running on this occasion and therefore carries 
arguably more scope for improvement. 
 
In keeping with this race’s history, it would be no surprise if the last two home at Naas ended up 
creating a bit of a shock here.  Metamorpheus was having his first run after a switch from a 
small yard to the more established Paul Nolan.  He wasn’t really put into the race with a winning 
chance at any stage and looked very much like he could have been keeping his powder dry for 
a future event.  Gets a reasonable weight pull with those in front and could be a lively outsider at 
a decent price. 
 
The old story of an Irish novice hurdler being pulled back in a maiden race comes to mind.  The 
jockey jumps off having managed to restrain him to finish 15th of 20 and the trainer asks if he is 
good for a handicap, to which the jockey replies “ ah sure, we’d have those fellas in front well 
beat next time, it’s the buggers who finished behind me that I’d be worried about”.  In that vein, 
whilst Metamorpheus looks very interesting after that tender Naas effort, the only horse he beat 
at Naas, Almuhit, is also interesting. 
 
He was a decent stayer on the flat for John Gosden so brings some experience, albeit some 
quirks too, to the jumping game for new trainer Denis Hogan.  Four hurdles runs to date have 
been eventful to say the least.  He was beaten 6l by Tekao on debut (for which he now has an 
18lb pull).  He then ran a 5l second to Metamorpheus at Punchestown for which he gets an 8lb 
pull, before being carried wide in a maiden in which he finished a 10l sixth to Byker (for which he 
gets an 11lb pull).  Then at Naas, reopposing several of those, he finished beaten nearly 12l 
and 6l behind last-but-one Metamorpheus, but that was after showing his quirks by being 
reluctant to race and losing much more ground at the start than he was beaten by in the end, 
and even then got in the mix before one horrendous error.  Now when a horse starts being 
reluctant a repeat is always a good possibility so he is one to follow with caution.  That said, he 
is a big price, gets in off a nice low weight which will probably be reduced further by his regular 
jockey’s claim, and his flat racing class is likely to be seen to better effect on a decent surface 
here than in those heavy ground Irish maidens.   
 
Hogan also has Action Motion entered here.  He doesn’t have Almuhit’s flat class but has 
proven to be a far less problematic hurdler and actually dipped his toe in handicap company last 
time.  That fourth at Punchestown would not normally signpost a win here, but he travelled like 
the best horse in the race that day and couldn’t quite bring it home.  This might be a quicker 
surface and if he can travel with similar quality it could carry him into the mix late on and there is 
place potential again at a good price.  I am not sure Hogan will run both, I will back whichever 
he does run, with the mount of Daniel King getting the nod should both appear. 
 
Trainer Gary Moore has two contenders in Bo Zenith and Perseus Way with the possibility that 
one of those at least may try the deeper waters of the Triumph hurdle.  Perseus Way would be 
interesting here. He has been busy, running in some leading juvenile races and looked very 
unlucky at Kempton recently when nearly getting brought down 3 out which seemed to impact 
him jumping at the last two and he ended up narrowly missing out.  He could go well here albeit 
the suspicion is that his active campaign may leave him just too exposed for a winning chance. 
 
Ben Pauling may resort to the Gaelic Warrior tactic.  He has recently acquired Bad from France 
where he won the last of three starts at Bordeaux.  The story last year was about how the 
handicapper dropped Gaelic Warrior substantially from his French mark and the same is true 
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here with Bad nearly a stone below his French mark.  He could be anything, but despite the 
apparent handicapping leniency, he has to prove he has adjusted for the move to the UK and I 
am fairly sure Bordeaux is more the Uttoxeter of French racing to Auteil’s Cheltenham, so I am 
not sure the form is that deep.  That said, we are all guessing. 
 
The Ice-bucket challenge of the Boodles - I would put no-one off Tekao but I prefer BYKER 
amongst the market leaders, and in search of better value I will take whichever of Denis 
Hogan’s pair ALMUHIT/ACTION MOTION takes to the start and may add a tickle on 
Metamorpheus on the day in the hope that one of those can spring a surprise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 7 - The National Hunt Novice Chase - 3m6f  (Amateur riders) 

Selected Current Odds: - 6/5 Gaillard Du Mesnil, 6 Mahler Mission, 7 Chemical Energy 

The oldest race of the week and for many years an eccentric event with arcane and 

indecipherable entry conditions and weights, it has endured an RP McMurphy style lobotomy 

into a placid and regular long distance chase these last few years. 

 

Normalisation has come hand in hand with domination, particularly from regular Irish titans 

Elliott and Mullins.  Willie in particular targets this race with good horses, having son Patrick, his 

assistant trainer and amateur jockey, whispering plans into the great man’s ear that will see him 

astride a good thing come the day. 

 

Hence this would be a very competitive race but for the likely successful horse-whispering of 

Patrick that looks likely to see the classy Gaillard Du Mesnil line up here.  Good enough to be 

third in the Grade 1 Brown Advisory here last year, he has won a Grade 1 at Leopardstown over 

Christmas this year and was staying on in third in another over an inadequate trip at the Dublin 

Racing Festival.  Would have a very big chance of landing the Brown Advisory this year but 

more likely to run here where he has around 9lbs+ in hand on ratings to any of his rivals.  Has 

always shaped like a real stayer so the extreme trip should only help and he looks one of the 

most solid of this week’s short priced contenders. 

 

The owners of Gaillard also have two good chances with Ramilles and City Chief.  Ramilles is a 

proper slow plodder but has always been campaigned by Willie like he is better than he has 

shown to date.  I am not sure he travels with enough class for an edition of this race run on a 

good surface and his slugger nature may only yield returns were it to be unexpectedly soft.  City 

Chief is a younger horse who looks to have a bit more class.  It would be interesting if 

connections ran him here as it wouldn’t be that typical of the trainer to stretch a young horse.  I 

fear it would be like trying to race to beat my friend Pete into the shower in the morning, a case 

of knowing how it feels to reach too high, too far, too soon….with the same devastating 

consequences. 

 

Ramilles counted stablemate Tenzing as a victim when the two met earlier this season.  Named 

after the legendary Himalayan Sherpa who was second in the 1953 Everest ascent (albeit 

officially a dead heater for first due to the lack of photo finish technology at the summit), Tenzing 

didn’t jump that well when worn down by Ramilles and again when suffering the same fate to 

Mahler Mission last time.  Still a novice it would be very like Willie to give him a run here as he is 

only 6, and like Gaillard last year, if he doesn’t come through he can retain his novice status for 

next year.  His jumping could improve on this better surface and he isn’t that far behind those 

past rivals. 

 

Mahler Mission is rated the most likely to spike the Mullins guns. He was an ok 7th in the Albert 

Bartlett here last season and has been steadily progressing as a chaser.  He looks the type to 

be suited by this race but will need to improve on what we have seen so far and it hard to draw 
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a line between him and the horse who narrowly beat him last time Churchstonewarrior.  They 

should finish close to each other again, but the widening 7l that Churchstonewarrior was beaten 

by Gaillard the time before emphasises the task this pair face in upsetting the favourite and I 

would want longer odds on either. 

 

Chemical Energy thrashed Mahler Mission here on good ground in the Autumn, and whilst that 

rival has undoubtedly improved, it was likely that lack of match fitness and much softer ground 

were the main reasons for the substantial drop in form behind Ramilles last time.  Assuming he 

will be sharper for that, and that his Summer jumping campaign was an indicator of a preference 

for the kind of decent ground that could yet prevail here then he would be the one horse who 

has shown the kind of display that could serve it up to the favourite and makes most appeal of 

those priced in the clutch of first wave challengers.  

 

Mister Coffey is a frustrating type with his five seconds in his last 6 runs including the Kim Muir 

at last year’s festival.  A big rangy type who should enjoy a decent surface, he can be free going 

and an exuberant jumper but seems to lose concentration, puff, or resolve at the end of races 

and is very hard to win with.  Can finish second to anything, good-or-bad and on that basis has 

some each way appeal but at these odds that appeal quickly dries up if you choose to consider 

the win component of the bet as effectively lost. 

 

At a monster price it could be worth keeping an eye on Bellatrixsa who is undoubtedly better 

than she has shown on her two runs this season and with the stable starting to find its way and 

a useful weight allowance could be the type that sometimes hits the frame in this race at 

ridiculous odds. 

 

For me it is Chemical Energy if you want to take on the favourite, Tenzing if you fancy dabbling 

each way, and Bellatrixsa if you fancy an outrageous dabble.  But if you fancy winning, then as 

an analytical kind of guy I have to see the massive ratings advance for what it is.  GAILLARD 

DU MESNIL has to win this and he can lead off this year’s multiple, “the GG’s” combining him 

with Gerri Colombe and Galopin Des Champs in a 12/1 treble. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 1 The Ballymore Novices Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles (for all-aged 
novices)  

Selected Current Odds: 5/2 Impaire Et Passe, 3 Hermes Allen, 11/2 Gaelic Warrior 

 
Our curtailed approach to attendance this year will probably see a week’s worth of socialising 

condensed into Tuesday night.  This race has often been accompanied by sore heads, and I 

personally will set my benchmark this year of not sinking as low as my long regretted “six bomb 

Danny” year that transformed what should have been a celebration of Simonsig’s win in this 

event into an intense battle not to justify the otherwise seemingly over-cautious wet weather 

gear of those sat in front of me. 

 

To balance the punters’ fuzzy heads at least this race rarely rewards digging too deep in the 

market with the winners usually coming from the section labelled bleeding obvious. 

 

The Irish have dominated the novice hurdle scene for a while now, but the inter-Irish struggle of 

Mullins v Elliott has all but disappeared this year and rather like the Supreme, this market 

consists of an army of Willie contenders, one of Barry Connell’s and one of Paul Nicholls’. 

 

The Nicholls runner is a rare fancied UK trained novice.  Nicholls is obviously a great trainer but 

he has been marginalised at this meeting over the recent years mostly by the sheer weight of 

numbers of class animals coming from Mullins in particular.  Nicholls has always looked for 

chasers in the making and his novice hurdlers are usually on their way to that stage and as such 

aren’t always ready to win here as hurdlers - even Denman was beaten in this race back in the 

Nicholls pomp.  

 

He probably was thinking of fences for Hermes Allen when he kicked him off at lowly Stratford.  

He won there by 27l which from my experience of Stratford amounts to nearly two laps.  Some 

rapid re-benchmarking saw him sent to Cheltenham where he was again an easy winner before 

landing the Challow hurdle impressively at Newbury. 

 

That race has been a terrible guide to this but that needs to be viewed in context.  Firstly, it is 

won by UK horses who rarely compete with the best of the Irish.  It is on a flat track and is 

usually, as again this year, run in very testing conditions rarely repeated at the festival.  It could 

be worth suspending disbelief for Hermes Allen.  His Cheltenham win shows he can handle this 

course and this likely going, whilst that Challow form is rapidly being stamped as by far the best 

the UK has to offer, for whatever that is worth.  He may not be a bet against a confirmed Irish 

juggernaut star like an Envoi Allen or Bob Olinger, but it’s questionable if he faces that kind of 

challenge this year and a better than average UK novice against a less than average Irish 

challenge could at least make it interesting. 

 

The leading Mullins contender by market price is Impaire Et Passé.  He is one of the novices 

that are incredibly hard to assess with anything other than the eye test.  Unbeaten and 

unchallenged in his two hurdles runs for Mullins but in shallow waters, his Moscow Flyer 
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opponents looking thin on quality.  You obviously have to respect Willie and this is a very 

promising animal who could be a future superstar.  That said, he has achieved less than most of 

his rivals and has less experience and yet is priced on the “Willie first string theory”.  Well that 

type of string theory is a whole lot more accessible than the quantum physics version and there 

is an element of Shrodinger’s Cat with Impaire that at the moment he is both a wonder horse 

and not a wonder horse and we won’t know until we open the box and look, unfortunately we 

have to bet before we look.  This may be an instance to feel the vibes, my wife Tanya 

remembers the vibes she heard about Sublimity before he won a Champion Hurdle and there is 

a roughly 80 mile vibe zone around Co Carlow with the Closutton yard of a certain W Mullins at 

the epicentre in which we can hear a drum beat the likes of the mines of Moria warning us of the 

imminent arrival of a Balrog.  Take heed punters, and as for the bookies?  “Run you fools”. 

 

A win for Gaelic Warrior will be like one of those jumbo Nurofen tablets - hard to swallow and 

likely to leave me in agony.  This gorgeous horse was the mystery horse of last year’s festival 

where I ranked him a handicap certainty off just 129 in the Boodles.  Sure enough he managed 

to get beaten and seeing him return now as a 153 rated Grade 1 contender just feels like 

rubbing it in my face.  The question is has he improved or did he run below par on this track last 

year.  As always it might be a bit if both.  He is an impressive looking horse and it would be easy 

to see why he would improve a lot with maturity.  His win off topweight in a Leopardstown 

handicap last time was very impressive.  I can’t quite forgive him his eclipse in a weak Boodles 

last year and will be prepared to oppose him despite the inevitable trauma that will induce. 

 

The Barry Connell trained Good Land comes here off the back of just two completed hurdles 

runs having unseated at the first on debut.  A smooth maiden win and then a cosy Grade 1 win 

at the Dublin Racing Festival has seen him elevated to top rank here.  That Grade 1 has been a 

fine guide in the past - but mainly for the 3m Albert Bartlett - and to my eyes he just outpaced 

some slower types in a race run tactically and on ground that favoured speed over stamina.  He 

obviously has a decent chance but I wouldn’t have him quite as close to the head of the market. 

 

Looking outside the big names has rarely worked in this event, and once again the prospects of 

those at fancy prices look pretty bleak and against some decent strength in depth. 

 

Full respect to Hermes Allen who I think will do much better with the neigh-sayers than with the 

nay-sayers, but he helps make the market and as a punter who rarely backs the Mullins good 

things because of the price this is a rare chance to get stuck in.  The monster warning at the 

Mullins Yard is on Def Con 1, and IMPAIRE ET PASSE is likely to be too good. 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 2 - The Brown Advisory Novice Chase. 3 miles  
  

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Gerri Colombe, 9/2 The Real Whacker, 11/2 Thyme Hill 

 

My good friend Jammy Pete, so named after both his luck and his fingers, will have filled up for 

months on all the Paddy Power free bets, price boosts and specials linked to the festival.  Never 

one to let a bargain pass him by (either bet or bucket), his day at the races consists of equal 

measures of lucky donuts, forty winks, and bizarre novelty bet windfalls.  His nap of the day is 

usually before the championship races and it is fair to say he is no fan of the near 200 decibel 

fanfare that blares out as the runners parade and stirs him into momentary consciousness. 

He may well sleep with one eye open like a panther or a ninja, but even he is likely to be wide 

eyed when he sees the equine Adonis that is Gerri Colombe. 

The Gordon Elliott trained novice comes here a warm favourite and it is fair to say he really 

looks the part.  Seemingly destined to be a staying chaser it was to his credit that he coped so 

well at a shorter trip last time in landing a Grade 1 around Sandown’s tricky fences doing all his 

best work at the end.  Many have suggested he will need very soft ground.  Whilst I am sure he 

wouldn’t mind it soft, I thought he coped well with a reasonable surface at Sandown with what 

was arguably his lifetime best effort.  Really quick ground could be an issue, but even on good 

ground he doesn’t strike me as having a big soft ground action.  I think he will act on it just fine, 

it is more a question of whether he is so definitively the best here that it warrants taking short 

odds.  I am not sure we know how good he is, but we can be fairly sure that the opposition lacks 

depth. 

The Real Whacker is the leading market challenger, being 2 from 2 over fences.  His debut win 

here was modest enough but his win here in the Dipper Chase is the key form being a broadly 

similar performance to Gerri’s Sandown win. He jumped his rivals into submission that day and 

if he gets loose off the front of this field on decent ground then therein lies the threat to the 

favourite.  It will need an aggressive ride and knowing it is coming there are three ways to factor 

it into our betting, back that he pulls it off, back that he just sets it up for Gerri, or back that his 

tactics beat both himself and the favourite and sets it up for an outsider. 

Sir Gerard is a winner of two festival races and would normally be expected to be a fair bit 

shorter in the market.  The issue is an interrupted preparation which means he comes here off 

just one chasing run being a win in a three runner race at Gowran.  Didn’t jump the best that day 

either and the fear is that he is arriving here severely undercooked for a race of this quality. 

Thyme Hill arrives here having never won a festival race but with some excellent placed efforts 

and solid quality credentials.  Injuries and his hurdling prowess have longed delayed his chasing 

career and hence he arrives here as a first season novice at the advanced age of nine.  Can 

you teach an old dog new tricks?  The evidence of a ragged Newbury defeat was no, but he put 

that behind him when winning at Kempton last time although only three finished and one of 

those was lame.   
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If anything is to be ridden from off the pace then it could be Thunder Rock.  He was off the pace 

in the Dipper but made up huge ground on the hill for a closing third to The Real Whacker.  He 

finished a similar distance behind Gerri Colombe at Sandown although without the same 

finishing surge.  On both occasions I felt his jumping rhythm suffered, and the hope would be 

that this longer trip will allow the pace of the race to suit him a little better.  I am not sure if it will, 

but he has scope to improve and is at least fairly priced. 

It looks much the more likely that last year’s third in this race Gaillard Du Mesnil will carry 

trainer’s son Patrick in the Tuesday closer, but if rerouted here then it could well be worth taking 

the hint as there is the strong sense that this year’s race could be a bit sub-par. 

I am going to assume Gaillard Du Mesnil runs on Tuesday.  The Real Whacker will set up this 

race, and try as I might to find one to oppose GERRI COLOMBE with, the truth is he is by far 

the most likely winner and even at the current odds there is potentially some juice given the 

paucity of the opposition.  Thunder Rock each way is the most plausible alternative angle to the 

race. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 3 - The Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles  
  
Selected Current Odds: 7 Camprond, 8 Run For Oscar, 10 HMS Seahorse 
 
Another big handicap hurdle and once again the UK can expect to be the whipping boys for Irish 
dominance. 
 
Speaking of whipping boys (careful!…), by this stage we should be getting some insight into the 
impact of the BHB’s new whip rules for jockeys.  There has been plenty of controversy, from my 
perspective, for the very little that it is worth, the only controversy should be the timing of 
introduction and the potentially short time for jockeys to adjust before this showcase meeting.  
The general concept that, for the continued acceptance of racing in the public eye, there should 
be a limit to the use of the whip is long accepted, and the addition of above shoulder height to 
the list of unacceptable uses seems fair.  And given the often flagrant disregard for the rules in 
the face of big race success, the very races where such transgressions have the most public 
impact, then creating genuine disincentives through tougher sanctions and potential 
disqualification also seems logical.  Just start it in September and have it fully baked and not 
half-baked by March (an accusation the BHB could justifiably bounce back at this Guide…) 
 
This massive field and usually tight finish could be a suspension bonanza by the time it is done, 
but as punters we should feel broadly unaffected unless you are punting on a modern day 
Deano’s Beano. 
 
This race is littered with possibility, which whilst providing some excitement,  has that sense of 
dread of landing on the wrong one. 

 
Punters have latched on to handicap king Charles Byrne’s useful flat horse and Cesarewitch 
winner Run For Oscar.  The quicker ground looks to have played into his flat class, but to date 
he has never quite repeated his heroics over jumps, this could be the day and he is greatly 
feared but he is handicapped in part on what he could do and not on what he has done. 
 
Camprond was pretty much my bet of the week last year for this race off a mark of 140.  He 
looked really well in and just needed a decent surface - cue the all-day deluge that turned it into 
a muddy slog in which he still ran an incredible 4th for a horse who would have hated 
it.  Showed as much when an easy winner subsequently at Punchestown.  Has messed around 
big time since then with form that reads like a licence plate assembled both novice chasing and 
back in handicaps hurdles.  After suspicious efforts over a wholly inadequate 2m the last twice 
he now rocks back up here on a revenge mission off a mark of just 138.  Most definitely a plot 
and he has been a huge ante post gamble - I am obviously minded to row in after last year, but 
there are some reservations as to whether messing around to this extent will impact the genuine 
effort of the horse on the day. 
 
Another Guide alumni is the Skelton trained Langer Dan, who was desperately unlucky to run 
into Gold Cup horse Galopin Des Champs in the 2021 Martin Pipe, finishing on his tail and miles 
clear of the rest.  Was given a stealthy campaign for revenge last year and arrived well-
weighted only to be brought down at the second, subsequently validating the generosity of his 
rating with a big Aintree win.  Has been campaigned again to drop his mark back down and he 
is mostly back to that old rating.  Could go for the Martin Pipe again, but this track could 
arguably suit better and would allow Harry Skelton to ride.  Has been backed as if this is the 
target and is hard to keep off an ever-lengthening betting slip. 
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HMS Seahorse was a good 4th in a Boodles last year and after some improved flat form and 
then after a gelding operation returned to hurdles with a fluent win in a good Navan 
handicap.  He wasn’t badly punished at the weights off the back of that effort, and whilst on the 
whole I am not a huge fan of 5yos in this race (4 wins in 30 years) he has a clear and obvious 
chance. 
 
Yet another blog alumni is the classy veteran Beacon Edge.  I have long thought him capable of 
landing a Grade 1 shock here and fancied him for a Stayers Hurdle here 2 years ago when 
cruising until the fuel ran out late in and a fourth placed finish.  Has been a Grade 1 winner over 
fences since but has lost his way a touch and hence the drop back to hurdling.  Was rated 158 
at his peak and now gets in here off 147.  Will be interesting to see if they claim more weight off 
him with the jockey choice.   
 
Haut En Couleurs could run here off a mark of 151 and is the kind of classy Irish horse near the 
top of the weights that can excel in this race.  Third in a Triumph here and sixth in an Arkle he is 
certainly unexposed as a handicapper and that rating is very workable for a horse who has 
always had a high reputation. 
 
It would be great for the small yard of Dusty Sheehy to get a Cheltenham triumph and I like the 
look of his Captain Conby here.  Testament to his toughness that he has bounced back from 
two crashing falls last season, one at Aintree that didn’t looks good for a long time.  Was given a 
lovely tender ride from Rachael Blackmore on his return to the track and showed the benefit 
when first fading late on when looking likely to land a Pertemps qualifier and then when running 
on nicely to narrow the gap on runaway winner San Salvador at Punchestown.  Love the fact 
that the stable didn’t bother with the Pertemps entry he had qualified for, or an entry in the 
Martin Pipe which was also an option.  The focus is this race only and has long been the 
plan.  A mark of 143 is a good racing weight and he looks likely to go really well. 
 
Opportunity and threat in equal measure here.  I think CAPTAIN CONBY is ideal for this race 
and he has long been my idea of the winner.  The presence of old favourites Beacon Edge, 
Langer Dan and Camprond make the race a real minefield but I cannot let CAMPROND go 
untipped after the huge confidence I had last year and with this year’s conditions likely to suit 
even more as long as horse hasn’t been soured by a messy season. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 4 - The Champion Chase - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  7/4 Energumene, Edwardstone, 9/2 Editeur De Gite 

No time for losers, these are the champions …of the world… 
 
One of my favourite races over the years, and probably the best approach to this is like a 
Premier League campaign – ie can we immediately rule out anything but the top 2 or 3. 
 
Well I don’t see a Leicester City in the ranks, with old class acts like Nube Negra, Greaneteen 
and Chacun Por Soir all now at fancy prices but all now having dipped below their best in their 
later years, and their best wasn’t quite good enough anyhow.  All three probably had their 
chance two years ago. 
 
Mullins supporting cast members Blue Lord and Gentleman De Mee look likely to contend for 
Europa league places at best.  Blue Lord was poor at Leopardstown last time and has yet to 
show his very best here, whilst Gentleman De Mee has produced his best when dominating 
from the front and that will be nigh on impossible against some of the early speedsters in this 
line up. 
 
I think it is fair to conclude that it will be a big surprise if one of the big three E’s of Energumene, 
Edwardstone and Editeur De Gite doesn’t land this prize. 
 
Handily for us, all three ran their last race against each other over course and distance providing 
the perfect form guide.  And typically, punters being what they are, they are the exact opposite 
in the betting order to the finishing order in that race.  That race, and its interpretation is clearly 
the Rosetta Stone to this renewal, so why the change in the order? 
 
The Energumene supporters will point out he is the wide margin defending champion, that he 
may have been ridden with too much restraint last time when he could be using his jumping and 
galloping to exert pressure and that a mistake at the last emphasised his margin of defeat. 
 
I have problems being quite so understanding – although this comes from the same source who 
told you he had doubts about this guy last year- so make of it what you will.  Yes he won well 
last year but it was a terrible race, especially once Shishkin blew a fuse in the back straight and 
Chacun made his now traditional exit at the top of the hill.  I have always had concerns that he 
can jump right on a turning left handed track.  He has been ridden tactically to combat that, 
tucked in the field on the inside with horses to his outer to keep him straight.  Despite that he 
went right a few times here last time.  And bad mistakes – he’s made a few…that one at the last 
possibly coming precisely because Edwardstone was on his right forcing him to jump straight 
rather than run down the fence. 
 
It’s a huge problem for jockey Townend.  Does he kick on and risk running off into 
Gloucestershire, or does he continue to use waiting tactics, gifting others superior race position 
in order to preserve his racing line. If he repeats his January tactics, I cannot see anything other 
than a repeat of January’s outcome, but if he tries to mix it early with the likes of Editeur De Gite 
and Gentleman De Mee, then I am not sure that comes out any prettier either. 
 
Edwardstone has paid his dues, time after time, first as a good quality handicap hurdler, but 
then as a revelation over jumps taking the Arkle here in tidy fashion in his novice campaign.  I 
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think we have been slightly spoilt over the years with legends in this grade like Moscow Flyer, 
Sprinter Sacre and Altior and hence when we see a professional little chaser like Edwardstone 
he doesn’t fit the eye like those legends and we are tempted to think an Energumene might be a 
better fit as a champion.  That overlooks that those champions are rare, and despite their 
excellence we have also seen the likes of Put The Kettle On, Dodging Bullets, Special Tiara, 
Politilogue and Sire De Grugy take this in recent times.  I would have Edwardstone before any 
of that crowd. 
 
He was over 6l ahead of Energumene here last time but still a crucial head behind Editeur De 
Gite.  His supporters will suggest he was ridden with eyes on beating Energumene and as such 
allowed Editeur too large and too soft a lead, and that he may have been ridden with more care 
having unseated in his previous run.  I have more sympathy for that viewpoint.  He was tracking 
Energumene and by the time jockey Tom Cannon realised that wasn’t his biggest problem he 
had 6l to find on a free-wheeling Editeur.  He really impressed with how he quickened up 
between the last two to close that gap and edge ahead, just to get tired in the last strides and 
get re-passed.  If the question were as simple as which horse is most likely to win then I would 
have to say Edwardstone – which clearly elevates him as the pick over Energumene – but is he 
as likely to win over Editeur as the odds differential suggests? 
 
Editeur De Gite has been the big improver this year, romping to a wide margin win at Kempton 
when Edwardstone unseated.  The merit of that effort was probably overlooked before the 
Clarence House here but that game front running effort in that event underlined his rate of 
progress.  Full of early pace and a fluent jumper he proved hard to pass and we know that he’ll 
keep on fighting til the end.  In many ways his tactical challenge could be the least complicated 
– the key being whether he can get his own way up front with the potential pace challenge of 
Gentlemen De Mee and Energumene.  I think he is naturally quicker than that pair and I don’t 
know if they will be brave enough to take up the fight early.  I don’t see it as automatic that he 
won’t be able to slip his field like he did here last time, and the chance of a repeat performance 
continues to be underestimated at these odds. 
 
This should lie with the three E’s and I suspect the outcome will be a closer mirror to the 
Clarence House here in January than the current market suggests.  As such I can’t have 
Energumene at these prices as I think he is a tactical nightmare.  This guide has a long history 
with EDWARDSTONE, he has brought me fame and fortune and everything that goes with it, 
and I am going to let the heart rule the head on this occasion.  Cold hearted analysis suggests 
to me that the chances of Editeur De Gite repeating the January win have been significantly 
underestimated and he could be a value bet. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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Wed:  Race 5 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase - 4 miles - cross country  

Selected Current Odds: 5/4 Delta Work, 5/2 Galvin, 7 Franco De Port,  
 
When I was young, many County Hurdles ago, Cross Country meant the worst of all PE 
lessons, despatched across the school fields up and down the nearby hill and obstacles for no 
apparent reason just to finish muddied and miserable.  By early adulthood (I was going to say 
maturity but that is severely debatable), cross country referred to the low quality but 
interminable rail service, jammed into an uncomfortable seat for a seeming eternity with no 
refreshment and a distinct odour of the toilets. 
 
Since 2005 cross country has come to mean embody all that preceded it in meaning, only in 
equine form – muddied, miserable, interminable and with the odour only 60,000 Guinness 
drinking men can muster.  If Richard Osman asked 100 people to name an important 
Cheltenham horse race this would be the guaranteed pointless answer. 
 
Last year’s race was only given any interest by being the predetermined final race of the 
legendary Tiger Roll.  He ran a blinder but with the kind of brutal fun-spiking that his airline so 
perfectly executes, owner and Ryanair boss Michael O’Leary beat his own legend with the 
younger legs of another of his horses, the classy Delta Work. The mantle safely passed, it’s 
Delta Work who now turns up as the potential new egg-and-spoon standing dish.  Not good 
enough for a Gold Cup but far too good for most of these it is hard to see him relinquishing his 
crown albeit much quicker ground may put a new emphasis on obstacle fluency. 
 
Oddly Delta Work finds himself officially the third best horse in the field with stablemate Galvin 
by far the highest rated.  A festival winner who was 4th when fancied for the Gold Cup last year 
he would be a heavy favourite here but for two he concerns.  Firstly, we haven’t seen him over 
these kind of obstacles and first time winners are rare enough and secondly, his last two runs 
have been the worst of his career.  He would need to be near his best, and in my view is still 
likely to find the course a challenge. 
 
Second best rated is regular Grade 1 also-ran Franco De Port.  In some ways he is more 
interesting as he arguably has more speed than his leading rivals which can be key on a turning 
tight track that requires something of a stop-start approach with an emphasis on getting back to 
racing speed frequently rather than just maintaining it. He is at least running to form, but has a 
history of being an error-maker which could be an issue on first sight of a course like this. 
 
Of the long shots Deise Aba makes most appeal having run course regular Back On The Lash  
to under a length here in receipt of 2lbs on first look at the course.  He is entitled to improve for 
that although the presence of Delta Work 4 lengths behind giving him 18lbs spells out the scale 
of the task needed to win this. Still, the odds more than reflect that. 
 
DELTA WORK should win this but we won’t get too rich backing him.  Debuts in this discipline 
put me off Galvin and Franco De Port, so I will speculate for some value that a January debut 
on the course can prompt enough improvement for DEISE ABA to compete. 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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WED:  Race 6 - The Grand Annual Chase - 2 miles   

Current Selected Odds – 6 Dinoblue, 8 Final Orders, 10 Andy Dufresne 
 
This is a race whose characteristics have been fundamentally altered by the rescheduling of the 

meeting a few years ago.  For a long time, it was a Friday race on the New Course - open, 

galloping and with a long uphill climb to the line it set up beautifully for something to smuggle its 

way through the race before being produced late for the win.  

 

These last two years we have been on the Old Course, turning and fast with a much shorter 

run-in and lo and behold the places have been littered with prominent racers.  These things 

have a way of self-correcting, if all the jockeys aim for the front they will over-race and set it up 

for a closer, but for now it seems sensible to be slightly wary of the hold-up horses. 

 

Novices have often done well here, they haven’t won these last two runnings but they have 

been runner-up both times.  The free running lowly weighted mare Dinoblue is an obvious 

starting point.  Willie Mullins in festival handicap chases is the one class of race where you 

wouldn’t mind being a layer.  This mare has to have a good chance though as she seems well 

weighted.  I would just prefer a tougher nut for this chaos. 

 

Andy Dufresne was runner up as a hot favourite in this race last year and returns off the same 

mark here so has to be a factor.  It went heavy last year after a downpour and I feel he was less 

inconvenienced than many, so whilst respecting his chances here under 12st, I would fear that 

last year’s form could get turned around on this likely better surface. 

 

Final Orders is up a whopping 54lbs since he started his winning sequence at Bellewstown last 

August.  He ran away with a handicap at Leopardstown last time and the Irish handicapper hit 

him with a 9lb rise.  The UK rater hits most Irish runners with an extra 4-6lbs but has given this 

guy just an extra 1lb prompting him to take his chance here rather than a tilt at the Arkle.  I like 

his big handicap experience and he appeals as a prominent-racing battle-hardened novice. 

 

On the New Course hold-up style racers Third Time Lucki and Unexpected Party would offer the 

Skelton yard a really good chance of lifting this prize.  I like Third Time Lucki but he has to be 

held up and produced late and kidded to the line and that is a devilishly hard act to pull off on 

this track.  Unexpected Party will probably also have to some from behind. - it is his style but 

also he probably won’t go the early pace having raced almost exclusively over an extra half mile 

through his career.  Interesting that they step him back here give the shrewdness of the yard, 

and were it to set up for a closer the he would be the pick. 

 

We have had horses with trainer Harry Whittington and would love nothing more than to see him 

land this with Rouge Vif.  The horse’s career somewhat mirrors Harry’s having looked very 

promising, with an excellent Cheltenham Festival effort in his youth.  He was whisked away, as 

all his owners’ horses were, at the height of their success and he went to Paul Nicholls last year 

where he did not thrive before the owners sold him off.  Up steps Harry with the cheque book 

and he is back in the yard under new ownership.  Hasn’t shown much until a glimpse of a return 
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to form when going well for a long way at Donny recently.  Now 19lbs lower than when a good 

handicap winner at this course in his youth.  There is danger in trying to catch a falling knife but 

I so hope for Harry that we see a blast from the past. 

 

Saint Segal finished well and would probably have won on a few more strides in that same 

Donny race that Rouge Vif ran in. He ran well for a long way in the Boodles last year and should 

have the kind of free-going style for this race.  Only a 5yo, inexperience is probably his biggest 

enemy here.  Looks pretty well handicapped and is a lively contender at fair odds. 

 

Global Citizen made all in this last year for a shock win and is similarly priced to repeat the feat. 

Hasn’t been seen much since but is only 3lbs higher which give a him a sporting chance and 

probably one better than his dismissive odds suggest. 

 

Elixir De Nutz is the kind of tough old dog that could go well here.  Nuts are no longer my elixir 

with my lockdown acquisition being a nut allergy that just arrived from nowhere.  Sadly no 

longer will my nuts be dry roasted, but I can get my fix here in equine form.  This guy has long 

hinted at talent but injury has gotten in the way.  Has had a clean run of things this year and has 

shown much improved form of late.  It can be dangerous reading across conditions race form, 

but is second in the Game Spirit last time splitting Funambola De Sivola and Greaneteen was a 

mighty effort arguably worth more of a reaction than an a 2lb rise.   

 

A long list for this one but whilst really respecting Dinoblue, Saint Segal and Unexpected Party, 

they narrowly miss the cut.  A sentimental win for Rouge Vif won’t go unbacked personally, but, 

unless you are my good friend John, you can’t back them all and I have settled on two who 

should have the race run to suit.  FINAL ORDERS arrives in flying form and should run a huge 

race, whilst this could also suit old ELIXIR DE NUTZ and he is well worth a bet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 7 - The Bumper - 2 miles FLAT  
 

Selected Current Odds: 4 A Dream To Share, It’s For Me, 9 Fun Fun Fun 

Rafa Nadal at Roland Garros, Phil The Power Taylor at the Circus Tavern, Willie Mullins in the 

Festival Bumper. 

 

Complete domination in a race that is surely going to bear his name once he hangs up his 

wellies,  Willie arrives once again mob-handed with 14 entries and 6 of the top 9 in the betting at 

this stage. 

 

Some years it is clear he has a transcendent talent who can take this as a firm favourite, in 

other years, and this is one such, it’s more a squad approach and we should be prepared for 

him to strike from anywhere. 

 

It’s For Me is a point winner who sauntered away with a Naas bumper in a style which seems to 

suggest he could be the chosen mount of stable amateur Patrick Mullins.  He certainly looked 

good but the betting hasn’t over-reacted suggesting he isn’t necessarily the obvious one from 

homework. 

 

Indeed it will be interesting to see if Patrick chooses the mare, and Dublin Racing Festival 

Mares bumper winner Fun Fun Fun who he personally bred.  She would have a decent chance 

with the mares’ allowance that has been successfully in the past.  If he does get the leg up here 

then again it would emphasise there is no stand out stable leading light. 

 

Western Diego was impressive when quickening from the front to win his bumper.  From his 

action I wonder if he may want it softer than it is likely to be by Wednesday’s close - if there is a 

freak rain shower then I think his chances improve otherwise I think he may get done for speed 

around here. 

 

Westport Cove is another one-from-one Willie contender and he also looked good on debut.  He 

looks likely to handle this surface but that Fairyhouse race looked nothing special and he will 

need to improve.  He may well do as he hasn’t the pointing experience of most of these.  Has to 

come a long way quickly to win this but Willie has pulled that off in the past. 

 

Whilst Willie doesn’t always target the Dublin Racing Festival Bumper with his Cheltenham 

learning light, he did last year, and the race has produced the Cheltenham winner in 2 of its 5 

editions.  This year Willie ran the JP McManus owned Fact To File and he travelled really well 

as he sought to add to his previous course success.  Whilst he pulled well clear of a fair field, he 

was ultimately outpaced by A Dream To Share and decisively beaten.  He has a task on to turn 

that around on the book, but he was a jump horse beaten by a flat horse, and although out-

quickened was just starting to eat back into the lead at the line.  Might be better suited to the 

more national hunt leaning topography of Cheltenham where the uphill finish can help. 
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It’s a potential sign of the merit of that Dublin bumper run that JP immediately whipped out the 

check book and snapped up the winner.  That could be a shrewd move.  The winner of two 

summer bumpers the assumption was that Leopardstown after a long break in softer ground 

against better horses would find him out.  None of it.  When asked to quicken at the home bend 

to get position be shot forward in really impressive fashion as the others hit top speed.  A brief 

gallop back on the bridal before he kicked clear of that good Mullins runner-up.  His quick action 

suggests a better surface can only help, and that rare tactical turn of foot could be lethal on this 

sharp test of speed.  He looks a really big contender for trainer John  Kiely.   

I have had the pleasure of meeting Queens Gamble’s connections and everyone in racing will 

be wishing Oliver Sherwood well (I may even finally let go of my long held grudge about Rebel 

Song getting up to beat Slalom in the 1988 equivalent of the Ballymore……no, it still hurts !!).  

She has two good course wins and I am tempted to forgive a narrow Market Rasen defeat last 

time which would have been more about putting the finishing touches in place for today.  Gets 

the useful mares’ allowance and hopefully will run a blinder. 

I was very impressed with A Dream To Share at Leopardstown and he is undoubtedly the 

fastest horse in this race.  I am a little worried that his last 50 yards just suggested to me some 

tying up and this should be a stiffer test.  That could open the revenge door for FACT TO FILE 

and I can see him finishing the stronger and pinching the prize.  On a personal level, I will also 

throw a few quid the way of Queens Gamble. 
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THURS:  Race 1 - The Turners Novices Chase - 2 1/2 miles  

 
Selected Current Odds:  6/4 Mighty Potter, 4 Banbridge, 5 Appreciate It  
 
 

Our truncation of the Cheltenham week to two days of attendance in a humbling admission that 

we are officially past-it will at least have the benefit of sitting happily in the warm to watch the 

start of Day 3.  This year I will have the added bonus of the company of new pooch Wilbur.  He 

hasn’t yet shown the level of interest in racing as he has walkies and chewy treats and as such 

the racing may be interspersed by watching my companion cocking a leg at a local tree.  I would 

say this is a big change but in fairness with the company I keep at Cheltenham…. 

 

The Turners has emerged from its nascent days as a handicap to become a proper grade 1 and 

a real opener for day 3. Many top trainers prefer this test for their future stats than either blitzing 

2m in the Arkle or slogging the 3m of the Brown Advisory, hence we saw the mighty Galopin 

Des Champs flying around in this race last year (before the obligatory last fence crash landing). 

 

The hotpot this year is an interesting character in Mighty Potter.  He was a leading novice 

hurdler last year until having a nightmare in the Supreme here at the festival.  He has again 

been dominant at home winning all the right races. He jumps well, has a touch of class and is 

the obvious favourite for this.  My concerns are really the odds.  Priced at around 6/4, this is his 

stiffest test this season and he also needs to show that his festival blow-out last year was a one-

off.  The most likely winner for sure but not one I will mourn missing if I take a chance 

elsewhere. 

 

Appreciate It finally gets to go beyond the minimum 2m trip under rules.  A victim of his own 

success (and injury) he was a dominant Supreme winner over hurdles (very painful as I had him 

long backed for the 2m4f race) and has stayed at that trip since.  Now an elderly 9yo it was no 

surprise he was tapped for toe in the Irish Arkle and gets that long awaited step up in distance 

that his rangy and powerful physique have long since suggested would be his making.  I would 

have preferred to see a bit more zest from him last time - it all got a bit slow motion - and there 

is a suspicion this is coming two years too late, but his class is respected especially if he gets 

into a rhythm up front. 

 

Banbridge is also a last festival winner when plundering the Martin Pipe last year.  He is another 

that steps up after pipping Appreciate It to grab a well-beaten second in the Irish Arkle.  On his 

Fairyhouse form he is well held by Mighty Potter, but his course wins here on this likely better 

surface and the late staying on effort last time all hint that there could be much more to come 

from him.  Ticks a lot of boxes and is a fair price to surprise the favourite. 

 

Sir Gerard has won at the last two festivals, but one run and one win in a three runner race over 

fences is surely an inadequate preparation for a big festival.  The odds reflect both his back-

class and the obvious issues with his campaign, being far too short for one of such inexperience 

yet respectful of his form and his trainer.    I would be a little surprised to see him run, expecting 
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a more steady domestic campaign towards the Irish festivals but has to be respected if turned 

out. 

 

The leading home challenger is Stage Star.  It all happened too fast for him last year when he 

approached both Cheltenham and Aintree like my friend Phil, far too excitedly, over-racing, and 

finishing legless and lost in the bogs.  He approaches this year’s festival in peak condition (for 

the elimination of doubt I am back to discussing Stage Star) and put up an eye-catching effort 

when putting handicap rivals to the sword in dominating fashion here in January.  That could be 

very good form although the raters still have him 10lbs off the favourite here and that is hard to 

argue with. 

 

Nothing appeals from the outsiders here and with due respect to Stage Star this is likely to be 

another Irish affair.  Mighty Potter deserves to be favourite but the suspicion is that 

BANBRIDGE could give him a real race under these conditions.  Hopefully the action will be 

enough to tempt Wilbur away from licking his own nether regions, something I definitely am not 

used to seeing amongst my racing buddies in my previous Cheltenham Thursdays…attempts 

maybe, success most definitely not. 
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THURS:  Race 2 - The Pertemps Handicap Hurdle - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  7/2 Shoot First, 7 Thanksforthehelp, 8 Percival Legallois 
 
This is the moment when dear old Brucie would tap this race in an area around the small of the 

back that we will just call “the 1970’s” and say “you’re my favourite” in a way that engenders 

deep unease. 

Yes my love is plainly obvious for Arsenal, spaghetti westerns, spaghetti, Tanya and the 

Pertemps handicap…although clearly not necessarily in that order. And I approach the race as 

every year convinced that this could be my night if I just play my cards right. 

This is the most punter-friendly handicap with the even more stringent qualifying condition this 

year of a top 4 placing in a qualifying race.  That ensures all the runners have run in a similar 

distance race, sometimes against each other, and have had to show at least something close to 

their best to have qualified. 

Having to show something to the handicapper though, doesn’t mean having to show everything, 

and the market for this race suggests legendary handicap shrewdie Charles Byrnes was merely 

flashing an ankle like Victorian titillation when campaigning Shoot First through last Summer 

culminating in winning a qualifier at this course in October.  That was the horse’s first racing 

campaign and his absence since is clearly designed to bring him fresh and well-weighted to this 

final where he is sure to flash us a lot more than some ankle.  He did still look a little green in 

October and there is no doubting this is a tougher test.  You have to respect his connections, 

but he has been so well backed that any value edge looks miniscule at best. 

The next three from that October qualifier all reoppose and whilst runner-up Botox Has franked 

the form with a big race win since and hence has plenty of weight to carry, the next two, An 

Tailliur and Salvador Ziggy are pulling the exact same trick as the favourite by not running since.  

I thought Ziggy looked a soft finisher, but An Tailliur got going too late and might appreciate the 

likely stiffer test of stamina this race will be.  His form on going better than good to soft is 

211111U1123 so drying conditions would help, and although this is his toughest race if there is 

anyone capable of matching Byrnes for handicap trickery it’s trainer Jonjo O’Neill. 

The Christmas Leopardstown qualifier has long been a good source of the winner here.  This 

year it was won in runaway fashion by the Elliott trained Maxxum who sluiced through the mud 

to win by 16l as if his rivals had all had too much pudding.  The question was how much would 

he go up for that, higher or lower than stone,  higher than a stone?.....yes, 18lbs.  He was still 

fancied to defy the rise at the Dublin Racing Festival but put in an effort so bad he was routine 

vet-tested after the race.  In the unlikely event it turns very soft he might come back into it but 

not for me off the back of that Dublin disaster. 

Perceval Legallois ran into the coveted last qualifying spot at Leopardstown despite not 

seeming to enjoy the mud.  He is a fine looking horse and a consistent performer.  These 

conditions should suit and he comes with a big chance, however he displayed that in no 

uncertain terms when an easy winner of that Dublin Racing Festival handicap for which he is up 

10lbs.  Horses have defied rises like that in the past in this race and I am not wholly put off. 
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Another handicap legend is the Pipe yard and they unearthed Thanksforthehelp in the last 

qualifier at Chepstow.  Such was the ease of his win I had to rewatch the race to make sure he 

hadn’t just missed a lap and then rejoined the race.  But no, he was there for the whole 3m and 

still cantering as he sauntered clear.  That wasn’t the strongest race but this has always looked 

a promising horse and an 11lb weight rise looks not nearly enough and only serves to 

guarantee him a run here.  Could be anything, and could still be streets ahead of his rating.  

Years of bitter experience have taught me to treat cautiously when an easy winner reappears 

quickly upped in grade, and I have made myself a promise to try and start learning from bitter 

experience. 

I was all over The Bosses Oscar for this two years ago off a mark of 151 and he ran a gallant 

second.  Didn’t make it over fences and has reverted to hurdles with little success.  Ran well 

after a break when squeezing in to a qualifying place at a Musselburgh track that wouldn’t have 

suited.  Now runs off just 142 and that has to give him a chance on the numbers but question 

marks remain as to how much of his vigour he retains. 

Walking On Air was considered Grade 1 material at one stage in his novice campaign last year, 

Nicky Henderson rarely mistakes ducks for swans, but that looked likely with this fella but he 

made a big step in the right direction with an impressive win at Exeter last time.  A 5lb rise could 

have been much worse given the ease of the win and the raters have obviously taken a dim 

view of the form, I share some of their scepticism. 

I find Hector Javilex pretty interesting as he has progressed well for a horse with just 7 runs. He 

was a good 4th here over a shorter trip in November, and stepped up on that significantly at this 

longer trip when a wide margin winner here in January.  Was raised 8lbs for that but looked 

good value for more.  Had to take in the Huntingdon qualifier to sneak into this and did so in a 

tenderly handled 4th place.  This track will suit a whole lot better and I could see him running a 

monster race under the useful claim of Lily Pinchin. 

I love this race, it’s nice to see it, to see it nice. Plenty of chances and both Shoot First and 

Perceval Legallois look likely Irish challengers.  An Tailliur could go well for the home defence, 

but I suspect there could be value in HECTOR JAVILEX and he makes some appeal.  Remind 

me, what was I saying about bitter experience?– oh yes – can’t get enough of it, let’s jump on 

THANKSFORTHEHELP as well !! 
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THURS:  Race 3 - The Ryanair Chase - 2 1/2 miles 

  

Selected Current Odds: 4/5 Shishkin, 5 Blue Lord, 7 Janidil  
 
This race, which was briefly cast wide open by the loss to injury of two-time champ Allaho, was 

very quickly slotted back into the “No-contest” file by the imperious return to form of the superb 

Shishkin. 

 

He arrived here last year unbeaten when completing and a hot favourite for the Champion 

Chase.  Everything went wrong with a sluggish and error strewn opening seeing him pulled up 

after a mile.  Usually when a horse goes at this game they very rarely come back.  If there is 

one man who can pull that off, and I still have the tear-stained race card to show for it, it’s Nicky 

Henderson who somehow got Sprinter Sacre back from the wilderness.  The comeback trail still 

looked pretty cold when Shishkin looked lethargic in the Tingle Creek.  A long wait afterwards 

and talk of stepping him up in trip filled me with zero confidence.  How wrong.  He turned up 

over 2m4f at Ascot and was simply sensational - hence now a shade of odds on here. 

 

Let’s face it, there is no plausible form argument for how any of these honest but limited rivals 

can beat a horse of Shishkin’s class.  The only plausible argument is well-being.  Could what 

went wrong last year recur back at this track?  Maybe but unlikely I would say.  More of a 

concern would be the proximity of that huge Ascot run to this day.  Can the horse recover and 

repeat or was that one burst of former glory the only shot in the chamber? 

 

I would tend to trust Nicky, and say the most likely outcome is that he will sustain his form, in 

which case he obviously wins. 

 

Should something go wrong then last year’s runner-up Janidil looks the most likely to prosper 

having surprised when winning nicely on his recent belated return.  He too has to back up that 

run here, but he has always been a class act, has always run well at his track, and obviously 

comes from an in-form yard. 

 

Blue Lord is the second highest rated horse in the race but he was well beaten when falling here 

as a hurdler and ran a fraction below par when 3rd in an Arkle.  I don’t know if this place suits 

and given he can’t beat anything but a sick Shishkin then I’d want something at much longer 

odds for each way interest. 

 

I could fish for each way value in the long shots but is it really each way value when you can’t 

win?  Surely nothing beats SHISHKIN but himself and he can win, double our money, and give 

us a free bet in the next. 
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THURS:  Race 4 - The Stayers Hurdle - 3 1/4 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 7/2 Blazing Khal, 4 Teahupoo, Marie’s Rock 

 
Shelf-life, regularly an issue in my fridge where there is usually some dangerous milk, dubious 
bacon, and a pot of Robertsons jam so old it has tokens for some seriously non-PC badges. 
 
At the festival the usual accepted wisdom is that any horse with a double-digit age has passed 
its best-before date, with possible exceptions for the circus that is the Cross Country and 
arguably the Hunters. 
 
Whilst this marathon hurdle seems to attract repeat winners a la Barracuda, Inglis Drever and 
Big Buck’s, none of those won it after the age of 9, and it is way back to 11yo Crimson Embers 
in the eighties for the last pensioner to land this. 
 
That is all very sensible logic, and I did not tip Paisley Park when he won this as a 7yo or indeed 
in defeat at ages 8, 9 and 10 - so why do I feel the itch to pick him now at the retirement age of 
11?  Let’s consider the logic if any exists. 
 
My starting point is concerns over the clutch of market leaders.  Blazing Khal is the one that 
convinces me the most.  He remains a bit of an untapped promise having had the best part of 
18 months off before an impressive return recently.  That wasn’t much of a race and he now has 
to back it up in much harder company.  I like him and I can see a scenario in which he 
dominates as it doesn’t need saying that if a fancy an 11yo (there’s a statement I wouldn’t want 
clipped out of context…), then I clearly don’t think there is much quality here barring this 
horse.  He is just about backable at his price and makes much the most appeal of the market 
leaders. 
 
I am not buying the hype on Home By The Lee.  He was 6th in this last year, and although he 
has beaten some big names in two wins this season, those big names have all been 
underperforming all year and I don’t think he achieved anything more than he showed in this 
event last year.  Maybe a low placing but if he were to win then it would be from a mass 
retraction from his rivals rather than any stellar improvement and I can pass at these tight odds. 
 
Teahupoo’s form on soft or heavy ground reads 1111111,  his form on anything quicker is 2196, 
including a capitulation in last year’s Champion Hurdle on his only trip here on what was 
probably the fastest ground he has encountered.  With the forecast mostly dry he could well end 
up running on his fastest ground yet and I would have severe doubts.  He has class for sure but 
I wouldn’t want that big a doubt as he tackles his toughest test. 
 
Marie’s Rock by contrast should be very well suited by a drying surface and gets the massive 
boost of her 7lb mare’s allowance.  She won the Mares Hurdle here last year and was as 
impressive as she has ever been when winning the Relkeel Hurdle here at the new year.  She is 
now an 8yo and looks likely to step up to this trip. Much of her improvement has come from 
learning to settle having been a free-runner in her youth.  She will need to do the same here in a 
race likely to be run a fraction slower than her norm.  This will be the longest race in her career 
by half a mile on a track known to be a stiff stamina test.  If she stays, she is probably very hard 
to beat given the allowance, but you have to have concerns about the trip given this is likely to 
be a real stamina test. 
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Flooring Porter seeks a hat-trick in this race having made all to win the last two titles.  Always a 
quirky sort he has looked a little below standard this season and makes this after a prolonged 
injury scare.  It will be a big job to get the pacing right from the front again with uncertainty about 
what now lies under the bonnet.  Should provide the shape to the race, and I hope he goes fast 
enough to make this a slog. 
 
So where is the value?  Step forward old Father Time.  Paisley Park won this 4 years ago, and 
still ran with great respect when a closing third here last year at the age of 10.  It is reasonable 
to suggest his form this season in the run-up to this race is better than in any year since he won 
it.  He did well to hustle up Champ at Newbury and even better to get up in the Long Walk at 
Kempton at a track you wouldn’t think would suit.  He was a well beaten third to Gold Tweet and 
Dashel Drasher in the Cleeve Hurdle here last time but he was giving 6lbs which would close 
things up, and that race came fairly soon  after Kempton.  He was on the bridle until 2 out that 
day which also indicates the race may not have been fast enough for him as he is traditionally at 
his best when under the pump from the top of the hill and then grinding it out up the straight. I 
can see this being run ideally on ground he enjoys and if he is being ridden along at the back of 
the leading group coming down the hill then he will have them just where he wants them.  Is it 
too much to ask at this age, like Tom Watson parring the last to win the Open but bottling the 
chip and putt?  Maybe, but Sprinter Sacre showed that legends can have swansongs as well as 
heydays and I genuinely think it is somewhat more likely than the markets assess. 
 
I have to respect Gold Tweet after his easy January win, but he was very free in the early 
stages which could mean he can do even better if settling, but also may make him vulnerable if 
repeating that behaviour in a more gruelling test.  It wouldn’t be a shock if he is again swinging 
on the bridle turning in, but will he finish quite as well as he did last time - perhaps and he has to 
be included as a genuine contender. 
 
Reasons to both support and oppose Blazing Khal, Marie’s Rock and Gold Tweet.  Any of those 
three could pull it off, but despite every historic indicator laughing in my face, I think the value 
could be in old stager PAISLEY PARK.   
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THURS:  Race 5 - The Festival Plate - 2 1/2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 4 So Scottish, 8 Haut En Coulers, Adamantly Chosen 

For many years a race of frustration where I would go so close only to get touched off by 
Venetia Williams.  Things have taken a turn for the better of late although I still eye up the 
entries to see what Venetia has lined up. 
 
My good friend Donald is a regular two-day attendee and in assessing this race I was delighted 
to say I could tip a horse named after him as a proud Scotsman.  This is problematic though for 
whilst the rapid improver So Scottish is in the line-up there are also entries for both Embittered 
and Irascible leading to obvious scope for confusion. 
 
In truth it is the Emmet Mullins trained So Scottish that is likely to deliver the biggest chance of a 
win.  He was snatched up by JP McManus in advance of the festival in much the same way as 
The Shunter who won this a couple of years ago for the same trainer.  He only has three 
chasing runs, two wins over this trip in small races before being pitched into a higher grade 2m 
handicap at Ascot which he may well have won but for a late error, doing all his best work at the 
end.  That form is working out well and he has clearly been kept back to keep him fresh and well 
weighted for this.  Not a very generous price but by far the most likely winner. 
 
Willie Mullins hasn’t got a particularly strong record in the handicap chases at the festival but 
has three interesting novices here.  I am not wholly convinced by Haut En Couleurs as a chaser 
and don’t fancy him too much in a big field and similarly I would be worried about Kilcruit holding 
a position at this trip.  But Adamantly Chosen looks tailor made for this.  He wasn’t effective 
here last year off a lower mark over hurdles but he always looked a chaser in the making and 
it’s no surprise he has turned into a decent novice.  Two good wins and some fair efforts in 
Grade 1s and he comes here off a workable mark.  Looks the best of Willie’s. 
 
Coole Cody won this race off the back of a busy campaign in the series of 2m4f races run at this 
course, showing that what might be lost in terms of remaining unexposed can be offset by the 
value of course experience.  Il Ridoto and Fugitif were first and second here in January pulling 
well clear of the rest.  Il Ridoto has been an ever present in the big handicaps here and is young 
enough to still be improving but a rise for that last win makes his job tough. 
 
Il Ridoto finished behind Midnight River here at New Year and at the same weights you’d have 
to give a big chance to Midnight River to confirm the form.  He has been an improved this year 
and arguably could have won the Paddy Power here if he had held a better position and made 
no mistake with a fluent subsequent success.  Again, he is now higher in the weights but he 
may have the quality to defy the hike. 
 
Everything points here to huge improvement from SO SCOTTISH and he is a confident 
choice.  Midnight River is respected but Adamantly Chosen is the clear main danger and worth 
a small cover if you want two strings to the bow. 
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THURS:  Race 6 - The Mares Novice Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 18/8 Luccia, 7/2 Ashroe Diamond, 7 Lot Of Joy, 100-1 Igiveashit 

It remains a huge bugbear of mine (I have a fine array of bugbears - albeit a mere corner of my 
father’s vast collection), that this purported championship race retains a penalty structure 
because of its grade 2 status.  Like the mares chase, this means we have an unequal basis on 
which to decide who is the champion mares novice.  They should scrap that as they have for the 
similar grade 2 NH Chase and let’s find out who is best and not who is best at these weights. 
 
Luccia is fancied by many to make the weight question moot.  Unbeaten and looks high class 
she is likely to make light of her 5lb penalty.  Has the option of the Supreme but is likely to come 
here.  She looks the real deal and trainer Henderson has never harboured any doubts starting 
her off in listed company when impressive at Newbury and she was very good again at Exeter 
last time.  Will be very hard to beat. 
 
Ashroe Diamond leads the inevitable Mullins throng.  She won the mares bumper at Aintree last 
year and has been mixing it with the best of the boys in Ireland before winning cosily back in 
mares company last time.  She is a proper professional and looks sure to run a good race – 
likely to be held up for a late run and if you like I certainly won’t put you off, but in a deep field I 
would like her at this price if there wasn’t a 13/8 favourite to beat, wih Luccia in the mix I’s want 
a few extra points on this mare. 
 
Willie knows the value in unpenalised runners and both Night And Day and Lot Of Joy fit the 
bill.  The latter was a decent flat horse and could yet improve on her hurdles form, but it may 
have been significant that Willie debuted Night And Day in a Fairyhouse Grade 1 last spring.  
She bombed out there but it was an unusual move which I can remember him doing with 
Concertista a past winner of this event. 
 
You Wear It Well has good grade 1 form with the boys in the UK and was a very good winner 
last time.  Feels like she needs an extra half mile or a downpour or a ridiculous early gallop or 
preferably all three.  Will be staying on well but probably too late.  Princess Zoe would win this 
easily if it were a flat race and in fairness there isn’t much jumping in the last 6f on the New 
Course.  Her dead heat on hurdling debut leaves her tons to find however. 
 
I thought Magical Zoe did exceptionally well to win a good race at Down Royal in November 
having travelled like much the best horse she had to wait for room and then was sticky over the 
last leaving her plenty to do on the short run-in and yet she still got up to win.  That took some 
serious talent and her trainer deliberately traded the chance of extra experience for the tactic to 
turn up here fresh and ready.  Professionally trainer Henry de Bromhead would surely like to win 
the Gold Cup but emotionally this race named after the teenage son he lost to a riding accident 
last September would surely hit home hardest.  Sometimes Cheltenham has a way… 
 
At huge odds I might also speculate on Fergal O’Brien’s Poetic Music.  She was a fair 6th in the 
bumper here last year and has made up into a decent novice. Has 12l to find with Luccia on 
Newbury form and even a 5lb pull in the weights won’t solve that.  But she has run well at one 
festival and being held up off a strong gallop here could help her trigger a career best.   
 
Luccia is the obvious one but to the bookies as much as the punters.  She should win, but there 
could be more value in MAGICAL ZOE landing an emotional win, whilst POETIC MUSIC is too 
dismissive a price for a lively outsider. 
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THURS:  Race 7- Kim Muir Handicap Chase - 3 1/4 miles - Amateurs  

Selected Current Odds: 4 Stumptown, 5 Mr Incredible, 8 Angels Dawn 

Poor Andy, my friend the Kim Muir King, will miss the race this year as we all switch to the two 
day approach after years of the full week slog.  I believe he was persuaded to spend more time 
with his wife and children, with his initial response of “over my dead body” having been viewed 
as dangerously close to a win-win. 
 
As a Welsh rugby and Leeds United fan, and with a drop in strike-rate this year for Venetia 
Williams, this is a tough time of the year for our Andy.  His Kim Muir expertise is also rapidly 
gaining Spangles status as something long lost and fondly remembered from the 80s.  Plying 
him with the usual vast supply of Stella the night before the race in expectation of words of 
wisdom could be challenging given he is expected to drive home that night.  It could be a year 
for new traditions. 
 
The race itself however offers up hope of a Venetia Williams strike after landing last year’s race 
(untipped but not unbacked by the “King”) with Chambard at 40/1 under the excellent Lucy 
Turner.  He is only 3lbs higher although approaches the race another year older and not quite 

as in form. 

At the head of the market, it has all been about Stumptown.  He heads here looking for a hat-
trick having been very impressive at Sandown last time.  Jumps for fun and is on an upward 
curve unlike many here.  This race is only one of two at the meeting with an upper limit on 
quality – a maximum rating of 145.  The other is the Martin Pipe which has long been used to 
steal a handicap with a novice hurdler with a future at the top grade.  No such emerging talent 
here, mostly just a narrow band of good but not great chasers each of which could run above 
themselves on the day.  So, for every well pitched improving winner – say Mount Ida, Any 
Second Now and Cause of Causes, we are equally likely to see an old dog having its day like 
Chambard, Missed Approach and Domesday Book.  The market can therefore overreact I think 
to anything which looks like it could be passing through this band on the way to higher ground.  
That could be Stumptown although it is worth noting he was losing off a mark of 112 as recently 
as new year’s eve and two wins since and now he is a hot favourite off 135.  It might still be as 
obvious as jumping on the bandwagon. 

Mr Incredible is named in the same vein as Greenland, The Great Soprendo and tv show Happy 
Valley. Everything about him has been so far eminently credible but it is the switch to Willie 
Mullins and the prospect of Patrick on top that has him at an elevated market position.  He ran 
well at Warwick last time without looking like he was massively on the upgrade and the record of 
Willie in the handicap chases here tempers enthusiasm.  

Anightinlambourn has been kept fresh for this after contesting the two similar races run here in 
the Autumn, losing out narrowly in the first of those when stumbling crucially at the last but 
making amends with a victory next time.  Clearly likes this kind of challenge and should go well. 

It's the Kim Muir and anything can happen.  The most likely thing to happen though is a win for 
STUMPTOWN, but I will split stakes and take a cover bet on course specialist 

ANIGHTINLAMBOURN. 
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FRI:  Race 1 The Triumph Hurdle - 2 miles for novices aged 4 years old  
 
Selected Current Odds: 2 Lossiemouth, Blood Destiny, 5 Gala Marceau. 12 Comfort Zone 
 
Heading into the final day and I will have been up all night burning the midnight oil studying the 

form books …well actually Tanya is off for a well earned sun-break/spa-retreat/prosecco-fest so 

I will more likely have been up all night watching a re-run of Zulu (again) and a box-set of 

Colombo. 

I will need some of Colombo’s detective skills to unearth the winners I will need on this final day 

just to break-even with the prosecco bill. 

The opening event looks like being dominated by the Irish, I say that as the UK juvenile hurdling 

scene is so bereft of talent there is a very good chance there won’t even be a home-trained 

runner in the event. 

Willie Mullins has been much more active with juveniles in recent years, in part as he has 

sourced more horses from France where there appears to be a rich seam of juvenile talent. 

His number one for a long time has been the mare Lossiemouth who benefits from the 7lb 

weight allowance.  She won a hurdle in France as long back as last April, and put together easy 

back-to-back wins at Grade 3 and Grade 2 level before looking to have the Dublin Racing 

Festival Grade 1 at her mercy.  It wasn’t her day.  Despite being a small enough field she 

caught trapped, shuffled back and had to come around the whole field before going down by 

just over 2l to her stablemate Gala Marceau who had an uninterrupted run.  Most observers 

marked her down as unlucky and she remains a warm order here. 

Unsurprisingly I take a slightly contrarian view, yes she was unlucky and maybe with a clear run 

she would have won, but I don’t think she was going to confirm the margin of her previous near 

8l beating of Gala Marceau, and I think it was still a disappointment.  She remains the most 

likely winner here, especially if you think Gala Marceau is the second best juvenile around, but 

at the odds I am happy to take her on. 

For me Gala Marceau is likely to finish behind Lossiemouth here.  That is not to say I don’t think 

she could have won last time, but she has a habit of running very freely and this stiff course with 

the tough last 6f offers little refuge for those that burn energy unduly early on and I think she will 

struggle up the hill. 

Money galore for Blood Destiny suggest Mullins has even more strings to his bow.  He also 

started life in France last April and his Irish debut win, with ease, over Sir Allen has since been 

well franked.  A crushing of Common Practice and Nusret at Fairyhouse further underpinned the 

level of natural talent on offer here.  Wasn’t the best at his hurdles that day so there is only room 

to improve and this powerful galloper could really enjoy the make up of this track.  He beat 

Common Practice by 10l more than Lossiemouth did when the two met and even recorded a 

wider margin of victory over Nusret than the mare achieved.  He will put the shape to this race 

by setting a strong gallop and only guaranteed stayers need apply. 

Comfort Zone is the only other runner inside 20/1 and the only one not from the Mullins yard.  I 

was never a huge Top Gun fan but really rather enjoyed the middle-aged Maverick sequel, 

although a reworking of the Loggins belter into “Highway to the Comfort Zone” may have felt 
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more appropriate for me, and you can be sure I will be belting out that re-write when this one 

storms home.  There is a lot to like about this contender as an ex-flat horse he looks compact 

and ready and will possibly be at his very best as a juvenile.  He ran third to Lossiemouth at 

Fairyhouse when he didn’t really get the run of the race and she was gone before he hit full 

stride.  Two battling Grade wins over in the UK, including over course and distance have been 

suitably discounted as form given the quality of the UK division this year.  I think they are worth 

more than they look having given him valuable experience of travelling over for a race and I 

think his style lends him to do just enough and nothing more.  Likely to be held up off Blood 

Destiny’s gallop he could well be the one for me to pick up the pieces late on and its just a 

question of whether that’s good enough for a win or a distant view of Blood Destiny’s backside. 

It is hard to make a case for any of the others on form, which leaves only the recent import Bad 

as any kind of longshot option. Now with Ben Pauling he has had three runs in Bordeaux, not 

necessarily the top echelon in France but he at least won well last time and has the could-be-

anything label on him, albeit also the somewhat larger probably-nothing label. 

Time to don the trench-coat, light a cigar and channel the inner Colombo.  I am going to side 

against the mares here as I suspect Blood Destiny could be the best of the Mullins squad, and 

even if this comes too soon he will do enough to damage the chances of his stablemates.  

Instead I can see COMFORT ZONE staying entirely where his name suggests, and being 

played late in the hope that he can solve the case. 

Oh, and one last thing…..so prosecco bill divide by twelve = stake for Comfort Zone..hmmm, 

may need to be a double, bring on the County… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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FRI:  Race 2 - The County Handicap Hurdle - 2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds; 6 Filey Bay, 9 Pembroke, 10 Hunters Yarn 

There are few genuine constants in the universe.  Some that we use in everyday life would 

actually break down or warp at the edges of our known science, were we to say enter a black 

hole, a wrinkle in the space-time continuum, or Middlesbrough. 

 

The same I believe holds true of handicapping.  In the vast array of racing abilities the weights 

and measures game that equates distance to pounds and underpins the art of handicapping 

holds true throughout most known experience.  But I have long thought it too frays at the 

edges.  God knows I have had legs in horses for whom no rating could be low enough to 

engender a victory.  At the other end of the scale I believe there is some inelasticity in 

handicapping high quality horses.  I have seen enough very good horses defy seemingly huge 

weights to know that the slide rule definitely warps in the upper echelons. 

 

Willie Mullins exploited this a few years ago when landing this big handicap with top-weighted 

Arctic Fire, who was a Champion Hurdle place contender whose class was too much for this 

handicap field.  He tries that same trick here with the veteran Sharjah, twice placed in Champion 

Hurdles.  There is no doubt he has been a stride below his best this season and hence the drop 

in class but also the drop in weights.  Always at his best ridden from off a strong pace on decent 

ground he should have near perfect conditions here.  Will probably be the ride of Patrick Mullins 

although a good claiming jockey might be an even stronger signal.  Given his back class he 

looks awfully close in the weights to some of these and it would be no surprise to see him 

bending the rules of science by arriving with a double handful. 

 

Mullins has also farmed this race with novices such as State Man last season and his leading 

such contender appears to be the talented Hunters Yarn.  A very impressive winner last time he 

could be a valid contender for a grade 1 here and it is no suggestion of a lack of quality to see 

him in this race after all Willie has used the handicaps not just for State Man but he likes of 

Galopin Des Champs and Sir Le Des Champs in the past.  Must have a big chance buy again I 

wonder if in the Mullins yard they think there is as little as 8lbs between this guy and Sharjah? 

 

Filey Bay comes from the age-old credentials of running a blinder in the big Betfair hurdle at 

Newbury.  He was a warm favourite there for his hugely impressive Irish trainer and travelled 

through much of the race like the winner in waiting.  He was probably a little unlucky to meet a 

very well ridden front runner who he just couldn’t peg back although drawing well clear of the 

rest.  He is up 8lbs for that effort, which is fair enough given how far they pulled away.  Must 

have a big chance although a warm favourite now. 

If not Willie then Dan Skelton, has been the motto for this race in the past.  Willie has vast 

supplies of novices who are under the radar and classy types stepping down from graded races 

and is sure to have a few just right in the weights for these events.  Skelton has to take a more 

precise approach.  He knows his good young horses probably won’t be a match for the big guns 

in the grade 1 events here and so has to plot from an early stage with the handicaps, and this 
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one in particular, in mind.  That has looked the case with Pembroke.  He started quietly in 

maidens and stepped up in class when contesting a grade 2 here over 2m4f in January.  The 

form was nothing special but gave him crucial course experience.  He made good progress that 

day but stayed on at one pace for second.  Fairly free in the early stages he looked for all the 

world like a horse crying out to be dropped in off a strong pace in this very race.  He should love 

the big long straight and it is only experience that concerns.  Needs a few to drop out to make 

the field but will hopefully sneak in on a nice low weight. 

Trainer Harry Fry might be calling a few trainers with a bottle of gin in the lead up to finalising 

entries for this race.  He has kept his Greatwood Hurdle runner-up fresh for this race off an 

alarmingly attractive mark of 135.  So attractive he is a further 4 places behind Pembroke in the 

list and so needs even more runners to drop out.  I think he will just squeeze in.  It was hard for 

the handicapper to over-react to his over 5l defeat to I Like To Move It in the Greatwood, and 

hence just a 4lb rise.  But the winner is now rated 15lbs higher and is a Champion Hurdle each 

way fancy. There wasn’t a big field that day and Gin Coco cruised into contention like the winner 

only to find the leader wasn’t stopping.  They pulled miles clear and it looked as though Gin 

Coco would be one to follow when able to get cover for longer.  Put away since in wait for this 

event it is a balls-of-steel move from Fry which I hope pays off. 

I was a fan of Colonel Mustard in this race last year – it would be hard not to given the splendid 

name.  The Colonel ran a blinder only to find he wasn’t the culprit, it was State Man, in the 

winner’s enclosure, with the ton-in-hand.   He faced an impossible task and returns after an 

abortive chasing campaign off a 5lb higher mark and fresh from a return to form at Kelso last 

time.  I would love him to win for very sporting connections, he will probably run an honest race, 

but up 5lbs he may just find one or two lurking in the Billiard Room with criminal intent. 

 

It is eye-catching to see Sharjah as close to some of these in the weights as he is, it just another 

instance at this festival of having to assess decline.  History suggests a well weighted novice is 

the way to go, so I also reluctantly pass on Colonel Mustard with PEMBROKE the number one 

choice with a saver on GIN COCO should he squeeze in. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 3 The Albert Bartlett Novice Hurdle - 3m  

 
Selected Current Odds: 3 Corbetts Croos, 11/2 Three Card Brag, 7 Embassy Gardens 
 
Like sitting down to Wagner’s Ring Cycle, the audiobook of Anna Karenina, or an Everton home 

game, this is one almighty grim slog which rarely results in a happy ending. 

Corbetts Cross is the big talking horse from Ireland for trainer Emmet Mullins.  After looking 

decent at previous lodgings he made his Mullins debut at a surprisingly sharp 2m at Naas and 

showed what an exciting prospect he could be by knuckling down to beat a useful one of 

Gordon Elliott’s.  That type of trip versatility, having previously won at 3m, is rare indeed and 

good ones like Faugheen and Kauto Star spring to mind.  That Naas win was only two weeks 

ago however and it remains to be seen if Mullins trusts his star young horse to follow up quickly 

in what is the most gruelling test for a novice hurdler. 

Embassy Gardens appears to be the Willie Mullins main hope.  He is a good-looking horse but 

somehow he doesn’t have the reputation of many at his yard.  After winning his bumper debut 

he was 20/1 for the Dublin Racing Festival bumper, rightly so as it proved, and he took three 

goes to get off the mark over hurdles.  Nothing screams star quality and it is worth noting Willie 

took this last year with one of his less considered runners. 

Gordon Elliott has been sitting on the fence (a vast PR improvement…) regarding the target of 

Three Card Brag.  He has a tempting handicap rating but unless it turns very soft he may need 

this trip to be competitive in which case its levels weights or nothing. He looks an out and out 

stayer to me but with all three lifetime wins on heavy ground he is not one I would risk at single 

digit odds unless the heavens truly open. Elliott’s Favori De Champdou has rattled up three 3m 

wins in the run up to this and has a fair bit of back-class. On a line through Letsbeclearabouit, 

he is a similar horse to Hiddenvally Lake and can be expected to be a contender. 

Henry de Bromhead took this with Minella Indo a few years ago and used the same Clonmel 

race to prep his main hope here Hiddenvalley Lake.  A super looking horse he followed a cosy 

Naas debut win with an excellent defeat of the very useful Cool Survivor at Cork.  I give that 

runner up an outside chance here and a huge chance in the Martin Pipe and by extension I 

must think plenty of the winner. It was a disappointment therefore when he was beaten by 

stablemate Monty’s Star at Clonmel.  That race though couldn’t have been more different to this 

being slowly run on very soft ground in which this horse had to make the running.  I expect him 

to be much better under these conditions. 

Monty’s Star has to be respected having won that Clonmel event on only his second start.  It 

was obviously a bit of a surprise but especially with staying novices it is hard to know what you 

have at home and sometimes only the track will tell.  He could improve for that, but listening to 

Henry after the race it was clear to me that Hiddenvalley Lake remains the leading light. 

Not a race to whet the appetite and the annual dour Gold Cup curtain-raiser is always one to 

tread carefully with.  Henry de Bromhead has had success here and is not afraid to target it with 

good novices and I suspect HIDDENVALLEY LAKE might just beat his stablemate Monty’s Star 

in a 1-2 for the yard. 
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FRI:  Race 4 - The Gold Cup Chase 3 1/4 miles  
  
Current Selected Odds: 7/4 Galopin Des Champs, 13/2 Bravemansgame, 15/2 A Plus Tard 
 

We have been spoiled in recent years with the Gold Cups we are witnessing.  We may not have 
quite the stellar quality of the Kauto-Denman era, but the race has been deeply intriguing over 
the last few years and we can’t doubt the decent level of the winners – it has been a while since 
we saw Lord Windermere pip On His Own in a finish worthy of a Kim Muir. 
 
This year again does not let us down, at least not in the anticipation, with a wounded defending 

champ, a huge rising star, and a supporting cast of high-quality dogged stayers. 

The easiest interpretation of this race starts and ends with rising star and hot favourite Galopin 

Des Champs.  Already a festival winner when burgling the Martin Pipe under some scandalous 

handicapping antics from trainer Willie, he should be two from two here but for overjumping and 

capsizing at the last when waltzing away with last year’s Turners.  His comeback win in the 

John Durkan Chase was easy on the eye, and he faced his first real test of his stamina 

credentials when winning the Irish Gold Cup last time at Leopardstown.  He was pulling away 

from Stattler at the end of that race for a wide margin win in a manner that many observers feel 

laid to rest any stamin concerns. 

There is no doubting he is one of two quality horses in this line up, and the only one of those 

two in form and on the up.  He is tactically flexible, a good jumper and goes on any ground.  I 

think he has class and speed to spare over these one-paced rivals and so the only question is 

whether this will be race that favours those qualities or one which requires a real slog.  I 

expected him to trade near evens, and if Willie has the kind of week he had last year then he 

might, but at the current odds he is arguably good value.  I have a niggling concern on stamina, 

that Irish Gold Cup was a very slow race, modest staying handicapper The Big Dog was still 

disputing the lead when falling 2 out, and for all that Galopin won well in the end he was shaken 

up to pass Fury Road and it didn’t really blow me away. 

The only horse of similar class is defending champ A Plus Tard who avenged a defeat in this 

race two years ago by surging clear for one of the most impressive Gold Cup wins in living 

memory last year.  As a 9yo he should still have a good chance, but as a 9yo whose only run 

this season was to be pulled up in abject fashion at Haydock in a race he dominated last 

season, it is profoundly concerning whether he is likely to be near his best, and this is a race 

that is ruthless in exposing even slight fallibility. 

Bravemansgame has pretention to join the class of those two rivals, and was a good winner of 

the King George last time when he looked to have the measure of the excellent L’Homme 

Presse when that rival fell at the last.  Some punters regularly knock the King George form – 

partly because it is mostly UK form which is rarely competitive these times, but also because it 

is a flat speedy 3m on a right-handed track.  There is no logic as to why the form from there 

should translate to this test but history tells us it often does.  To believe it will this year you have 

to first credit Bravemansgame with a competitive level of form for that Kempton win, which could 

be debated, but then argue he will successfully transfer or even enhance that form here.   
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He has only run here once when 3rd in a Ballymore, and whilst there is a case to say he ran to 

form that day, if you were to rank his lifetime best efforts it would be hard to put it in the top half.  

He was a non-runner last year when the ground was bad, but you never felt trainer Nicholls was 

committed to running him anyway.  His jumps form before the new year in his career is 

211111111, and his form after the new year is 3214, perhaps showing he hasn’t carried his form 

through a season or when meeting top rivals.  He may well have matured, but as second 

favourite for this I think he is being ranked a fraction too high. 

Stattler was a good winner of the marathon National Hunt Chase here last year. It was 

disappointing he couldn’t pass old Minella Indo at Thurles but he was much better when chasing 

home Galopin last time, finishing his race out really well as you might expect.  He was in the 

front rank that day in a race run at a crawl.  This most certainly won’t be with several who like to 

set a gallop and that may allow him to be ridden with a bit more restraint, but also play to his 

strengths by creating a much deeper test of stamina.  The truth is we don’t know how good 

Stattler is under those conditions as he has either had low grade opposition or not enough of a 

test.  I would have been hoping for 4 points more in the betting though and he might just be too 

tight a price to tempt me in. 

Conflated won last year’s Irish Gold Cup but dropped to the Ryanair (his owner’s race) at the 

festival where he was run off his hooves by the mighty Allaho but was still plugging into a distant 

second when falling 2 out.  He won the Savills Chase at Christmas in a performance which is 

not too far behind Galopin’s February win against similar horses.  He has been kept fresh since 

and is kind of the forgotten horse here.  He usually jumps very well and travels with a touch of 

class and I would fully expect him to be in the mix at the end of the back straight, but I just don’t 

know if he is a thorough enough stayer to land this.  If the race doesn’t demand real stamina 

then I think Galopin and Bravemans have too much speed, and if it is a real test then I think 

several of these out stay him, hence the window by which he wins is an awfully narrow one. 

The Costwold Chase ran here in January was one I immediately drew a line through as lacking 

the requisite class to be a real Gold Cup trial, but I keep going back to it as although the cast of 

characters don’t scream Gold Cup class, the actual race was a really true run affair (thanks to 

Frodon), and a proper course and distance test and as such requires far less extrapolation than 

say a slowly run Leopardstown 3m. 

The mercurial Ahoy Senor won the race having put in the usual mixed bag of lost concentration, 

off-straight jumps, flat spots but ultimately dour staying effort up the long straight to win.  It is a 

question of whether this horse will mature into a professional or remain the wayward talent with 

the massive engine.  Chances are this leopard will not change his spots, but even just repeating 

the Cotswold run gives cause for hope that he could hit the frame here, and yet the stiffer the 

test becomes the more rivals he is likely to pick off in the late stages and when I mentally 

visualise the finish of this race he is one of the very few I can see actually winning.  Yes a 

mental bet in many senses, but maybe a bet nonetheless. 

On strict ratings, Grand National winner Noble Yeats is marginally the best horse from the 

Cotswold Chase having finished a closing third giving away weight.  I thought his closing effort 

there was slightly visually over-emphasised by the late-fading Sounds Russian, and if compared 

to Ahoy Senor it was a much steadier finish that never threatened to get close,  That would be 
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my main concern that in a 6 runner race he never got into a winning position.  This will be a 

bigger field and if he hangs back again then he is really relying on them coming back to him as 

he doesn’t go forward with much change of gear.  If it turns into a slog, he has a chance but at a 

similar price I think Stattler may have a touch more stamina-class mix, and at longer odds I think 

Ahoy Senor is likely to confirm placings. 

Sounds Russian split them in the Cotswold Chase although comes out worst on the adjusted 

weights.  There are two ways to looks at his effort – either it pegs down the form as he is just a 

good classy handicapper, or it is a lifetime best from a horse who has been steadily improving 

under the radar.  I may give him the benefit of the doubt and for a long way he looked the best 

horse and jumped his way to the lead, but may have gone to the front too soon and left himself 

vulnerable to closers on the hill.  An interesting outsider if ridden with a little more constraint. 

Protektorat probably needs a bog to improve on his 4th place last year which looks unlikely and 

gallant Hewick probably needs it like a road to continue his fairy story. 

I have to finish with a word for old friend Minella Indo, winner of this race 2 years ago and 

runner up last year.  He is now a 10yo and stats would be mightily against him winning at that 

age, but he rarely shows his best before the festival so to beat Stattler  over a distance shorter 

than ideal at Tramore on his only run this season has to be seen as a positive.  Horses can run 

well in this race year after year and whilst the stats are against him winning, he could be an 

interesting each way play especially if bookies offer extra places as they often do on the day. 

The lazy pick here is Galopin Des Champs.  He is a class act and there is enough juice in the 

price to make him a valid pick.  I say lazy because if you are minded to oppose him the job does 

not get easy as there are all sorts who could win it, hence it is easy to lazily default back to the 

favourite.  Well no-one has ever called me lazy (no, wait, hmm….well maybe..), so I will look for 

the value against him where my shortlist is Stattler and the Costwold trio.  I will risk that the 

mercurial AHOY SENOR may just have the race run to suit and gets a narrow vote over Sounds 

Russian from the Cotswold event, whilst STATTLER is worth adding to the ticket as I think he 

has the qualities to go well even if the value is a fraction tighter than I would like. 
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FRI:  Race 5 - The Hunters Chase - 3 1/4 miles for Amateur Riders  

Current Selected Odds – 5/2 Vaucelet, 5 Winged Leader, 8 Billaway,  
 
. 
After the main event, the odd assembly that is the Hunters.  Suitably vague these days about 
what exactly is being hunted – people, ghosts, bargains, heirs, dinosaurs and nazis – all being 
hunted somewhere in the hinterland between Sky One and the movie channels, but no sign of 
Angela Rippon, Tim Wonnacott or Simon Wiesenthal here as it is the usual cast of Irish super-
amateurs, Mullins, Codd, O’Connor and O’Neill who are likely to be hunting this prize. 
 
Mullins and Billaway finally landed this last year when coming with a surging late run to get up 
on the line for an unlikely victory.  Billaway arguably could have won the previous two runnings 
and is an obvious contender again.  He has been cast as the coming young force against the 
older brigade, but now he is the one growing whiskers and facing the challenge of the new 
breed, and maybe he has had his trophy and the crown will pass. 
 
Trainer David Christie looks to emulate the old dominance of Enda Bolger in this division.  He 
would have thought he had this in the bag when Winged Leader went clear last year until 
Billaway’s late surge.  The horse returns with an obvious chance of revenge being 2 years the 
younger horse than his old rival, but he is arguably the trainer’s third string.  Unlike his 
stablemates he can boast the been-there-done-it badge, but I doubt if top jockey Barry O’Neill 
will prefer him, so why should we? 
 
Vaucelet looks like being the stable’s No 1 and heads the market.  An ideal 8-y-o he should be 
coming into his prime.  He was kept from the heat of battle here last year, winning instead at 
Fairyhouse and Stratford.  In between he lost narrowly to Billaway at Punchestown where a last 
fence mistake was crucial.  He has retuned in great form this season and is an obvious 
favourite. 
 
The trainer also has the promising 6yo Ferns Lock, who on a literal reading of a 20l thrashing of 
Billaway last time would be a certainty here.  But that rival probably wasn’t 100% there and this 
will be a big festival challenge for an inexperience horse.  His time will come, but perhaps not so 
soon, 
 
Old classy types like Secret Investor and Chris’s Dream would have been the go-to angles in 
years gone by, but this race has become increasingly a more specialist discipline and they look 
short enough.  At monster prices the two that chased home Vaucelet at Stratford last year, Law 
Of Gold and Dandy Dan, could both run decent races.  Dandy Dan has a course and distance 
win last year and is the type that could hit the frame at a big price. 
 
It looks as if the choice of mount of Barry O’Neill will tell us much, and it is highly likely that will 
be VAUCELET.  He looks tough to beat but a few coppers each way on DANDY DAN can offer 
a fun option. 
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FRI:  Race 6 – The Mares Chase – 2m4f 

Current Selected Odds – 7/4 Allegorie De Vassy, 9/4 Impervious, 5 Jeremys Flame 

 
Still a new concept in just its third year, and so far proving to be a pretty low key opportunity for 

the Gold Cup crowd to thin out with just the Martin Pipe hurdle die-hards left to watch as the 

mares take to the track. 

 

Willie Mullis has won both previous runnings, but Elimay, pipped two years ago and winner last 

year looks to have fallen out of love with the game and arrives as a pretty big outsider.  It may 

be dangerous to write her off, mares can quickly regain their form and particularly so in the 

Spring, but you would have liked to have seen a bit more from her. 

 

Instead, Mullins has a new favourite in Allegorie De Vassy.  She is a beautiful strong mare who 

has won all four starts for Mullins.  Her two novice chase wins this season have been 

impressive.  The doubts though have to be about this track.  She has shown on several 

occasions a tendency to jump markedly to the right – and indeed has only run on right-handed 

tracks.  This left-handed test, whilst not quite as on the turn as the Old Course, will still test her 

particularly around the top of the hill.  She may well get away with it, but there is enough doubt 

not to be looking to pile in on a short price in race 27 of 28 on the week. 

 

Her main market rival is Impervious who ran a decent race here as a novice hurdler last year 

but looks to have improved for fences landing 3 from 3.  She beat some decent boys at 

Punchestown last time proving she should stay this trip and she looks to go on any ground.  

Snapped up by owner JP McManus she looks to have an excellent chance. 

 

I am a little less keen on Jeremy’s Flame who has certainly been improved this year but her 

impressive win at Huntingdon last time could hardly have been under more different 

circumstances.  A decent surface may suit her, but I am not so sure this track is ideal.   

 

It may seem foolish to oppose Jeremy’s Flame with horses she easily walloped at Huntingdon, 

but both Zambella and Pink Legend showed their liking for this test when 4th and 2nd here 

respectively last season.  I suspect Zambella can do better now she can allow the tearaway 

Magic Days to make the running and she looks a big price.  But Pink Legend is an even bigger 

price and I think that ignores the improvement she showed in this race last year and can show 

again. 

 

Impervious makes most appeal of the two market leaders, but by this juncture of the meeting we 

will either be chasing or playing up and spicier odds are in order and PINK LEGEND looks far 

too big. 
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FRI:  Race 7 - The Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles for 

Conditional Jockeys  
 

Current Selected Odds – 6 Spanish Harlem, 7 Imagine, 8 Cool Survivor   

 
The traditional trip into the last chance saloon where it feels like you’re greeted like Norm in 
Cheers, ah, back again sir, will you have a pint of the usual?…. 
 
Nothing feels better than unloading some winnings on one of the market leaders in the hope of 
playing up to a big win for the week.   Nothing feels more desperate than deserting your market 
leader of choice because you need something north of 25/1 to get back in the game !! 
 
If we are gunning for glory then the logical first port of call has to be Willie Mullins who often 
takes this with his novice of choice.  This year he appears to have chosen Spanish Harlem.  My 
wife’s grandfather lived to be 103, and in those latter years he would motion you closer to 
whisper something only to boom it out at around 120 decibels.  Such have been the “whispers” 
about this guy from the Mullins yard. Indeed, Willie himself blurted him out as his best handicap 
fancy in true “don’t tell him, Pike” fashion in a pre-festival interview. I have been stung too often 
to ignore such talk, but on the sceptical side I do think he looks a work in progress and I am not 
sure he is ready for a big handicap like this.  I would have said something similar of State Man 
in the County last year and Galopin Des Champs in this 2 years ago, but in fairness both have 
turned out to be top notch grade 1 horses.  I don’t see that yet in Spanish Harlem and not every 
Willie handicapper can be such a star in waiting.  Can they?…. 
 
If not Willie then Gordon.  As usual he has a big squad of entries but the chosen one looks like 
being the very interesting Cool Survivor.  Another novice but one who looks more battle ready to 
me.  Has form with some of the best novices in Ireland and his eye-catching effort last time in 
grade 1 class at the Dublin Racing Festival had me immediately reaching to the ratings to see if 
he could squeeze under the 145 ceiling for this race.  He has and he comes with a massive 
chance.  The question has to be the trip and ground combination as he has wins at 3m on soft 
this season and that good effort last time was at 2m6f.  He needs to show he has speed for this, 
but they tend to go fast and it’s a long long straight, so it should play to his stamina - after all the 
likes of Don Poli, Sir Des Champs and Galopin have taken this in last years.  A huge contender. 
 
Gordon also has Three Card Brag whose rating of 142 looks very enticing, the main issue 
probably being that he would love very soft ground – if he got that, which looks unlikely, then he 
would be a warm favourite, in the absence of mud I expect an absence of Three Card Brag – 
either to domestic targets or the longer Albert Bartlett. 
 
Imagine is another of Gordon’s near the head of this market.  He has been nominated as a 
handicap chance by the stable, and normally when explicit guidance comes from the yard it 
usually best to ignore as they are the masters of the smokescreen.  That said his last run in 
splitting Hunters Yarn and Inothewayurthinkin suggests this mark of 139 is very workable 
indeed.  I slightly prefer the class edge of Cool Survivor, but if he were to show that class in the 
Albert Bartlett then Imagine would become the Elliott first string. 
 
Old blog favourite Langer Dan is hard to ignore.  Tipped here two years ago he crushed the field 
only to run into Galopin, and tipped again last year he was unlucky to be brought down at the 
second, gaining compensation at Aintree afterwards but that only served to run salt in the 
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Cheltenham wound by illustrating what might have been.  Has been given the usual low-key 
Skelton prep but we know he is a Spring horse who is trained for this moment.  Has crept up a 
little in the weights but only 6lbs which is manageable and he is a sorely tempting option and I 
personally cannot leave him unbacked, perhaps more a legacy issue but he is sure to run a 
blinder. 
 
If there is a Darwin Nunes in racing right now it could be Might I.  Full of obvious talent but finds 
it so hard to hit the target despite looking sure to score.  He ducked it again here last time over 
2m when looking sure to win but for hanging fire in the closing stages to finish second.  Has 
edged up to 145 but still sneaks into this race and is regularly ridden by a conditional jockey so 
he should have continuity in the saddle.  A placepot banker, but expect to be tearing your hair 
out again when he does the usual “after you sir” on the hill. 
 
So, one last dig for victory and I will be digging deep into the wallet to empty on to COOL 
SURVIVOR who looks absolutely laid out for this.  Imagine is the understudy should Cool 
Survivor defect elsewhere. 
 
 
Last orders everyone – haven’t you got homes to go to….. 
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